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ABSTRACT

Following the conclusion of the first 2004 presidential debate between George

W. Bush and John Kerry, television political pundits immediately began to assess the

performances of each candidate.  Two particular elements of the debate were hardly

mentioned, but became significant topics of discussion within a few days: Kerry’s use

of the term “global test” and Bush’s physical appearance.  Television pundits played a

key role in framing these two elements as historical memories that became the

centerpieces of subsequent conversations about the event.

This paper examines the institution of the television pundit and the role they

play in shaping political discourse.  I propose that during the first hours of television

coverage after the event, there would be a variation of discussions among pundits on

different networks.  Then over the next five days, the tone of discussions and topics

would converge as pundits began to reflect the opinions expressed by those on other

channels.  

To test these hypotheses, I first provided a definition of the term “pundit” and

then discussed the history and influences that shape the modern occupation.  Next, I

conducted a content analysis of the statements made on 42 talk shows that appeared

across six networks during the six days following the debate.  The results of the study
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indicate a lack of variation across the networks during the hours immediately following

the debate in the tone of coverage about Bush’s performance and the amount of times

that Bush’s appearance or Kerry’s phrase “global test” were mentioned.  Over the next

five days, there was a clear trend of negative momentum in how Bush’s performance

was portrayed and the two memorable elements of the debate became referenced much

more often.  To the contrary, assessments of Kerry’s performance did vary across the

networks and no clear trend was evident in regards to his performance over the course

of the period studied.  After testing the two primary hypotheses relating to pundits, I

used the same analysis data to investigate conditions of overall political discussions on

television such as the differences of tone between cable and broadcast programming

and the frequency of references to polling data.        
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Chapter 1.  Introduction

Within minutes of the conclusion of the first 2004 presidential debate between

President George W. Bush and Senator John Kerry, advocates and commentators alike

began registering their assessments of each candidate’s performance.  Conservative

Fox News talk show host Sean Hannity announced, “I never saw the President this

passionate or articulate or really on his game tonight” (Hannity & Colmes, 2004, p.

21).  Former Republican Congressman turned MSNBC host Joe Scarborough declared,

“I don’t see how anybody could look at this debate and not score this a very clear win

on points for John Kerry” (Hardball, 2004, p. 3).  Senior Bush Campaign Advisor

Karen Hughes appeared as a guest on Fox News and suggested, “I think when people

look at the President tonight they saw his heart, they saw his strength, they saw that –

how deeply he feels about the lives of soldiers that he has put at risk for what he

believes is absolutely the right reasons and for the safety and security of our country”

(Hannity & Colmes, 2004, p. 1).

Addressing CNN’s Wolf Blitzer, former Democratic presidential candidate

Wesley Clark announced, “I think, Wolf, that John Kerry did a brilliant job in the

debate tonight and he brought the issues really out to the American people” (CNN Live

Event/Special, 2004, p. 7).  Moments later on the same show, Karen Hughes avowed,

“They [the American people] got to see the President’s heart and his convictions, his

passions, his belief that his most important job every day is to protect the American
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people from further attack” (p. 10).

Over on MSNBC, Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE) declared, “I don’t think

there’s any question who won [the debate].  I think Kerry won, and I am not just

spinning” (Hardball, 2004, p. 12).  Karen Hughes followed Biden and affirmed, “I

think the American people were able to see his [Bush’s] heart and his strength.  They

were able to see in a very personal way what it’s like to make these hard decisions of

sending young men and women to fight in a war” (p. 27).

The pundits and commentators on television were not alone in trying to “spin”

the post-debate analysis.  Less than three hours after the Thursday night debate

concluded, Kerry Campaign Manager Mary Beth Cahill (2004) sent an email to

supporters that began, “Tonight’s debate was a decisive victory for John Kerry because

America saw him as our next president.  He showed strength, conviction, and a steady

command of the facts” (p. 1).  Not to be outdone, Bush Campaign Manager Ken

Mehlman (2004) emailed Bush supporters about two hours later and pronounced,

“President Bush spoke clearly and from the heart last night about the path forward –

toward victory and security – in the War on Terror” (p. 1).

By the next morning, Friday editions of newspapers also weighed in on the

post-debate discussion.  Television critic Tom Shales (2004) wrote in the Washington

Post, “John Kerry came off as more presidential than the president last night as the two

candidates met for their first face-to-face debate, televised live on all the networks

from the University of Miami in Coral Gables, Fla.” (p. C1).  An article in the
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conservative-leaning Washington Times declared, “President Bush and Sen. John

Kerry essentially stuck to their scripts, landed a few significant blows and fought to a

draw in last night’s opening presidential debate, political strategists from both parties

said” (Lakely, 2004, p. A1). 

However, over the course of the next few days, elements of the back and forth

discussion that immediately followed the debate shifted.  Certain themes and moments

from the debate became much more prominent and other arguments that were

expressed repeatedly right after the debate diminished.  The Kerry campaign made

frequent mention of post-debate polls that suggested Kerry had performed better than

Bush.  They also emphasized the impression that Bush looked angry and frustrated

during the debate by posting on their campaign web site a video called “Faces of

Frustration” which featured a montage of Bush reaction shots looking uncomfortable

(Democratic National Committee, 2004).  The Bush campaign seized on Kerry’s use of

the term “global test” during the debate and sent an email Friday evening that included

the sentence, “We witnessed a glimpse at the Kerry doctrine last night when Senator

Kerry said America has to pass a ‘global test’ before we can use American troops to

defend ourselves” (Gillespie, 2004, p. 1).  By the end of weekend, both of these issues

would figure prominently in the post-debate analysis.

On Sunday’s edition of CNN’s Inside Politics Sunday, Kelly Wallace asked,

“Does Senator Kerry regret using the words ‘global test’ when he was talking about

preemptive action, whether he would sort of take any preemptive action?  He talked
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about issues must pass some global test.  Was that a mistake?” (Inside Politics Sunday,

2004, p. 7).  That same day on NBC’s Meet the Press, commentator Ron Brownstein

addressed the topic of Bush’s appearance and stated, “And he [Bush] also looked like

someone who didn’t like to be questioned.  I mean, in the end, his demeanor [is]

probably going to decide this race” (Meet the Press, 2004, p. 7).  Roger Simon added,

“George Bush made it a scowl-and-growl debate…I think he was just ticked off, and

one of the reasons is that I think it was inadequate preparation” (p. 7).  With the help of

television pundits, the historical memories of the first 2004 presidential debate had

been created and reinforced, and the rest of the presidential campaign would be

affected by the specific themes that became memorable elements of the event.

The Press Effect on Political Discourse

In today’s media environment, television pundits play a crucial role in setting

much of the public’s agenda and in framing themes during political campaigns.  While

a candidate’s speech may last a fixed amount of time, television pundits are given

hours upon hours to critique the candidate’s performance.  The lasting impressions that

many citizens have of an event are not formed solely from viewing the initial

happening, but can be heavily influenced by the discussions about the event that occur

in the hours and days following.  Many citizens may not have even witnessed the

original candidate’s performance, but instead get their information from a television
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pundit who carries their own opinions and biases with them.  Kathleen Hall Jamieson

and Paul Waldman (2003) illustrate this point in regard to presidential debates:

As we have shown, in the few days following a debate those who saw it can
differ greatly in their opinions from those who did not.  As time passes,
memories fade, and the debate is distilled to particular moments and
interpretations that are repeated again and again, whether one saw the debate
itself becomes irrelevant.  In a world of multiple media outlets continually
referring and reflecting one another, something akin to a single entity called
political discourse does in fact exist.  The primary themes and frames
structuring that discourse determine the content of memory. (p. 57)

To support this concept, Jamieson and Waldman demonstrate that immediately after

the first presidential debate in 2000 between George W. Bush and Al Gore, the

consensus among many political advisors was that Al Gore had won.  However, as

stories appeared in the press that focused on some of the misstatements made by Gore

in the subsequent days, the overall opinion of Gore declined and a poll conducted by

Jamieson and Waldman showed that with each passing day, more of the people who

did not actually view the debate came to believe Bush had won.  This change in

impression of the debate did not come from actual viewings of the debate, but rather

from changes and patterns in the post-debate media analysis.  

Television news and particularly those commentators who appear on

discussion-based television programs are central to this media process.  Television is

still the dominant form of news dissemination over other forms of media and the

“pundits” who appear on talk shows are positioned on television to sound authoritative
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and knowledgeable.  As part of a media elite in Washington, D.C., pundit reactions

often influence the creation of a conventional wisdom that emerges about a given event

over time.  Some of these television commentators even acknowledge the role that they

play in shaping political discourse.  Consider this exchange on ABC between Peter

Jennings and George Stephanopoulos after the first 2004 debate:

STEPHANOPOULOS. And, you know, so much of how these debates are seen  
  is solidified in two, three days after.
JENNINGS. Slow down and explain that more.  Because it is something we’re   
  always a little self-conscious to talk about, I think.  Because we have an       
  impression about the debate.  People at home have an impression about [the]
  debate.  And then we in the media talk about it a lot.
STEPHANOPOULOS. That’s exactly what I was just gonna come to.  But        
  what do we talk about?  We talk about what the initial polls are.  Tonight,    
  Senator Kerry wins the ABC poll.  There’s another network poll on CBS that   
  also shows a significant win for Senator Kerry.  That’s going to start to frame  
  the coverage coming out. (ABC Special Report, 2004, p. 34)   

As Stephanopoulos admits, the media coverage of the event, which is often dominated

by discussions of polls and the political horse race, impacts other news stories and

helps to solidify overall impressions over the course of a few days.  

The Dynamics of Television Punditry

Considering the role that television plays in setting political discourse and the

central location of pundits on television, the dynamics of the opinions expressed by

these pundits deserve scholarly inquiry.  While there has been much written about the
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role and impact of pundits in contemporary media, most of the analysis has been

qualitative and contained within discussions of other media phenomenon.  There exists

very little statistical data that applies to television pundits.  At the same time, many

social scientists use the term “pundit” without supplying a clear definition.   Like other

areas of political communication research, there is great value in applying a

quantitative approach to studying the institution of television pundits and the method

of analysis utilized here will contribute to research on the subject.

In this study, I offer a conceptual definition of the word “pundit” and then

proceed to analyze the dynamics of their discussions.  By using the first 2004

presidential debate as a case study, I examine how the opinions and themes expressed

by pundits change over the six day period following the event.  Do pundits wind up

expressing similar thoughts and opinions over the course of a few days after the initial

impressions of an event have worn off?  Is there a variation of thoughts expressed by

pundits over different television networks, or do the various networks feature similar

opinions?    

In order to begin to answer the above questions about the dynamics of

television political pundits and their impact in a larger political discourse, I conducted

a quantitative content analysis of the statements made by such pundits after the first

Bush-Kerry debate.  Once the data was compiled, I tested two primary hypotheses:

H1. A variation exists among pundits on different television networks during the hours
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immediately following the debate as to their opinions of how the candidates performed.

H2. The opinions and themes expressed by pundits in the post-debate discussions over

the six day period will converge and discernible patterns will emerge across the

television networks.  

Outline of the Study

In order to have a proper understanding of American political pundits, it is

important to consider the history of the profession within American news media

overall.  For that reason, chapter 2 in this study is a historical overview of the

emergence of pundits within television news.  I first give examples of the various

definitions of the term pundit that have been supplied by other scholars, and then offer

a more precise, newer definition.  Next, I identify some of the key historical moments

that helped to create the role that pundits have come to inhabit today.  The norms and

expectations of contemporary pundits were shaped by events and individuals who held

that role in previous eras, and we must consider the history of American pundits in

order to accurately investigate their current trends and value.  

Chapter 3 consists of a review of relevant literature and a theoretical framework

of the dynamics of media discourse in order to situate this project in the context of

other work.  Because there are so few studies that apply directly to television pundits, I
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refer to many theories of contemporary media as a whole that can be applied

effectively to modern punditry.  Pundits are clearly influenced by many of the same

competitive pressures felt by all journalists, and this chapter identifies potential forces

that can shape pundit discussions.  

Chapter 4 is a detailed description of the quantitative content analysis method

that was used to test the various hypotheses.  In this project, I tested ten hypotheses

against the data and each hypothesis is explained in detail along with the variables that

were coded for during the analysis.  

Chapter 5 is a detailed discussion of the study’s results.  I systematically

compare the data against each of the ten hypotheses in order to discover what trends

are evident within pundit discussions and which of the ten hypotheses can or cannot be

support.  

 Finally, chapter 6 is a summary of the impact of the television pundit’s role in

forming opinions about political events.  If the conclusions of this study show clear

trends in pundit discussions about the presidential debate over the course of a six day

period, we would have evidence to support the existence of a single entity called

political discourse.  We would also have measurable evidence that pundits appearing

on different television networks are influenced by similar factors.  After having tested

for these factors, I offer recommendations for additional research that could provide

expanded insight into the institution of the modern political pundit and then provide

some brief thoughts about the general role of pundits in our modern democracy.    
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Chapter 2.  History of the Pundit

The term “pundit” is one of those concepts that is referred to frequently, but in

numerous contexts and with many different connotations.  While the use of the term is

common, specific definitions of “pundit” are often elusive.  Media scholars tend to

define the term in many different ways, if they offer a definition at all.  Eric Alterman

(2000), the author of a thorough history of American pundits called Sound and Fury:

The Making of the Punditocracy, declares, “Broadly speaking, pundits are the people

anointed by the media to give their opinions on things” (p. 5).  He adds, “Whether

these people bring any special expertise to their subject is wholly at the discretion of

those doing the anointing” (p. 5).  Dan Nimmo and James Combs (1992) define the

notion of “political punditry” as a whole as identifying “a contemporary phenomenon,

namely, the proliferation and power of discourse through the mass media” (p. 6).  They

go on to suggest that countless political observers now make punditry their profession

and “insist that they and their opinions be taken more seriously than any others” (pp. 6-

7).  Individuals who are allowed become part of the punditry and participate in

roundtable discussions on television once they have been perceived as having “a

reputation for expertise in some political area” (p. 18). 

In introducing his concept of punditry, Alan Hirsch (1991) sets up a distinction

between two types of television programs: traditional television news programs and

discussion-based talk shows that are made up of commentators and pundits.  The
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difference for Hirsch is that the talk shows emerged as programs “in which political

commentators - primarily the very people who populate the newspaper op-ed pages -

offer opinions and arguments rather than ask questions or report news” (p. 1).  For

Hirsch, traditional news shows are made up of objective reporting while talk shows

encourage opinion and interpretation.  This distinction between objectivity and opinion

is a central theme in the discussion of what constitutes a pundit.

Considering these three attempts at defining the term “pundit” (or the

“punditry”) allows us to create a more all-encompassing definition.  Two conditions

are common to all definitions of pundits, and must be central to any sort of a new

precise definition.  First, pundits give their own opinions as opposed to solely reporting

what others have said or believe.  Second, pundits are considered authorities on a

subject and somewhere a determination has been made that a pundit’s opinions are

worth listening to.  As Alterman rightly points out, the decisions as to who is

considered an authority are not always based on how knowledgeable that person

actually is. 

To complete our definition of a pundit, we will add a third condition.  This

condition is the notion that the role of pundit is movable and transferable.  That is, a

person can play the role of a pundit on some occasions, but play some other role on

another occasion.  For example, Paul Begala might be considered a pundit when he

appears on CNN arguing with other commentators, but is also a political consultant

when he is advising the John Kerry presidential campaign.  To a lesser extent, Dan
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Rather would be considered a reporter or anchorman when he is hosting the nightly

news on CBS, but could also be considered a pundit when he is moderating a

discussion of other political commentators (who are also considered pundits).  Any

reasonable definition of “pundit” must be flexible enough to allow people to move into

and out of that role depending on their situation.  In other words, it would be improper

to insist that a person is ‘once a pundit, always a pundit’ or that a person cannot play

the role of a pundit and some different role in the same day. 

To review, the definition of a pundit we will use for this discussion is made up

of three conditions.  They are as follows:

1. Pundits give opinions.

2. Pundits are considered authorities on some subject.

3. Being a pundit is a role that can be moved into or out of depending on the      
situation.

Pundits can and do appear on many different mediums such as radio, television, in

print, or on the internet.  However, this study and discussion will focus primarily on

pundits who appear on television and the historical roots of their position beginning

with newspapers in the early 20  century.th

There are two other attributes that are frequently assessed to contemporary

pundits that are worth mentioning, but not universal enough to be considered part of an

essential definition.  First, most scholars who write about modern television pundits
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connect the development of the profession with earlier practices of newspaper editorial

writers who did not just report facts but offered their opinions and interpretations

derived from discussions with other people.  Second, most political communication

scholars bestow the punditry with having an extremely negative impact on overall

political discussion.  Alterman, for one, uses strong language in deriding the place of

pundits in larger discussions:         

Instead of furthering political communication, public discussion within the
punditocracy and larger political arena actually thwarts it - surrounding our        
political conversations with a kind of impenetrable pseudo-linguistic force-      
field.  This explains the otherwise bizarre finding by three University of
Massachusetts academics who, while polling 250 people selected at random
from the Denver phone book during the Gulf War [of 1991], discovered that the
more television news and commentary respondents claimed to have watched
about the conflict, the less they were likely to understand about its causes and
consequences. (p. 283)

After considering a long history of individual pundits and their commentaries and

actions, Alterman proceeds to impugn the character of many of today’s leading

commentators:

The same people charged with upholding the value of our political      
language, of defending its honor and protecting its content, are the ones who      
manipulate it most shamelessly.  In doing so, they have helped to render our      
language meaningless and our politics hopeless. (p. 284)

Hirsch uses less inflammatory language in degrading the contributions of pundits, but

still reserves harsh criticism.  He argues that most talk shows consisting of pundits do
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not promote a healthy political debate, but instead “tend to reduce politics to a source

of frivolous titillation” and usually “present an insufficiently broad spectrum of

opinion” (p. 3).  Another scholar, Daniel Yankelovich (1991), adds that the experts

who participate in a media subculture repel outsiders and those who are not part of the

group of powerful insiders (p. 250).  In other words, the general public which is not

part of media production is distrusted and ignored by those with the ability to express

their opinions through media.  As a result, expert pundits have the potential to

encourage and promote positive deliberations by the general public, but often choose

not to and instead stay insulated in their elite world removed from the general public. 

Yankelovich’s criticism is not just that experts and pundits have a poor quality of

content in their discussions, but that their perspectives and interests do not take into

account the thoughts of those not included in the pundit realm.

Nimmo and Combs (1992) do raise the possibility of pundits having a more

positive role, either by offering the general public “symbolic healing” of society’s ills,

or by providing a notion of “epistemic paternalism” whereby these pundits shape

information and withhold other information for the public’s own good.  However, even

their discussion of beneficial possibilities are littered with skeptical questions about the

motives and consequences of the political punditry as a whole.

Before proceeding to measure the impact of the dynamics of American political

pundits, we must first consider the roots of the profession.  How was it that certain

individuals were granted the perceived authority of offering their expertise?  Why did
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this profession evolve in such a way as to distinguish itself apart from objective

reporting?  The modern political pundit can only fully be understood within the context

of its historical development.

Walter Lippmann and the Earliest Pundits

While not the first pundit, most scholars give the credit for being the most

influential person on the development of the punditry in the early 20  century toth

Walter Lippmann.  Born in 1889, Lippmann served as an advisor to multiple

presidents, a journalist in print and on television, an author, an editor, and a public

intellectual (Nimmo & Combs, 1992, p. 30).  Prior to pioneering the modern concept

of a Washington insider pundit, Lippmann first became known for a series of works

critiquing media and democracy, most notably his 1922 book Public Opinion.  In this

work, considered by some as the founding book of American media studies, Lippmann

argued that a free system of communication does not mean that the public will get a

complete and accurate perception of the world around them.  The conditions of the

press, including its class structure, would prevent news media from picturing reality

completely as it corresponds to the truth.  As James Carey (1989) describes, the main

argument for Lippmann was that, “Where there is a good machinery of record, the

news system works with precision; where there is not, it disseminates stereotypes” (p.

77).  Additionally, Lippmann believed that effective public opinion can only exist
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when the public has an accurate view of the world, but that news fails to adequately

represent that world and thus harms democracy as a whole.  As a result, Lippmann

argued for a system where scientists and intellectuals could constitute a new priesthood

and more effectively convey complicated information to a passive public (Carey, 1989,

pp. 75-82).  Lippmann’s early arguments are especially intriguing in light of his

subsequent professional career as a pundit and public intellectual.

Aside from his philosophical books, Lippmann made a name for himself as a

New York editorial writer and columnist.  He became a regular political commentator

in 1914, and his work set a new standard for analysts at the time.  Alterman professes

that, “Lippmann’s newspaper analyses were so vastly superior to those that preceded

his arrival that he single-handedly raised both the social status and the professional

standards of his chosen profession” (p. 12).  He moved to Washington, D.C., in 1939,

and in doing so set forth another trend that would heavily influence the path of

punditry for generations.  Although he had set a strong standard for discourse in his

written work, by the time he moved to Washington, Lippmann became very close to

many of the political elite there and any call to have a distance between his punditry

work and those whom he was evaluating got ignored.  Rather than evaluating events as

fairly as possible, “His only loyalties were to the influence of his ideas and the idea of

his influence” (Alterman, 2000, p. 33).  Lippmann would become an advisor to

presidents and other Washington insiders, and in doing so, could not help but be

impacted by their goals and perspectives.  Thus, proximity to power and connections to
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powerful individuals became important qualifications for future political pundits.  And

even while Lippmann maintained a high level of thought in his work, in many ways he

set in motion the expectation that Washington pundits would not only discuss the

actions of powerful leaders, but would interact socially with them as well.

Alterman also mentions that in Lippmann’s earlier years, he was more of a

radical liberal who frequency concerned himself with the plight of the poor in

America.  However, by the 1930s and his move to Washington, Lippmann became

more concerned with the national exercise of power than for the plight of the

downtrodden.  Specifically, Lippmann became very useful to political leaders in the

1920s and 1930s for explaining the role that the young republic would play as a

growing world superpower.  Consequently, Lippmann served a purpose for both the

national elites and the public at the same time.  Alterman writes:

By convincing both the rulers and the ruled that his work was integral to      
their well-being, he created a central role for political pundits in the political
power structure of the emerging superpower.  The American people needed
him to understand their world.  The government depended on him to explain its
role, both to the citizenry and to itself.  Both political punditry and elite
journalism grew in status as a result. (p. 35)       

Lippmann was not alone in setting trends for political pundits years before television

would become the dominant medium of political commentary.  In 1953, Scotty Reston

took over the chief correspondent role of the New York Times and set a high standard

for reporters and pundits alike.  Most notably, Reston used multiple sources along with
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the influence of his paper to write columns and his stewardship of the paper was

considered professional and insightful in describing the workings of the national

government.  While Reston was not the philosopher that Lippmann was, his work also

helped create expectations of future pundits.  Access to the inner-workings of

Washington was just as important, if not more so, than new perspectives or insightful

arguments (Alterman, 2000, pp. 50-54).   

As new technologies became more widespread among the American public,

new opportunities arose for pundits outside of the traditional newspaper column. 

Starting in the 1930s and 1940s, radio became another popular avenue for political

commentators such as Edward R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, and H.V. Kaltenborn. 

Kaltenborn became especially popular and influential thanks in part to his self-

promotion.  He called himself the “Dean of News Commentators” while also writing

books and lecturing widely.  His official position was “foreign affairs commentator”

for NBC radio and as such, had millions of listeners who counted on him to speak on

the nation’s foreign policy.  He was influential in the mid to late 1940s for elevating

opposition to the Soviet Union and Communism, despite their alliance with the U.S.

during World War II.  And, as Lippmann before him, Kaltenborn played a dual role in

being both close with elite decision-makers in Washington and a spokesman directed at

the general public outside of Washington.  Kaltenborn chose to portray himself as a

populist with a widespread audience, but also enabled those with power to spread their

word using the punditry as an important conduit (Nimmo & Combs, 1992, pp. 34-35).
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Early Television and the Growth of the Pundit

As television became central to many American homes, television executives

realized that putting opinion leaders on television to comment on current events would

be a profitable endeavor.  Producing shows made up of commentators in a studio was

much less expensive than actually gathering news in the field.  And, as was true with

the early days of newspaper opinion pieces, Walter Lippmann was on the forefront of

television punditry as well.  Even though Lippmann had previously expressed

contempt toward the medium of television, on August 11, 1960, CBS devoted an entire

hour of broadcasting to Lippmann’s opinions.  Alterman notes, “Lippmann brought

prestige to television and television brought Lippmann riches” (p. 58).  As with radio,

television executives wanted their personalities to aim their discussions not at

Washington insiders and other opinion leaders, but instead at the general public in

order to boost viewership.  Lippmann’s final television interview was conducted in

1965, and by that time television punditry was a dominant influence on shaping the

country’s political agenda.

The individual who had the most influence on the early years of television

punditry, even prior to Lippmann’s conversion, made a successful transition from radio

to become one of the most famous commentators in the country.  Edward R. Murrow

had made a name for himself by being a radio reporter for CBS in London during

World War II and delivering detailed reports as bombs were falling on the buildings
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around him.  Throughout his career, Murrow believed that network journalism should

be a watchdog of the state, informing listeners of information they could not discover

themselves (Nimmo & Combs, 1992, pp. 34-35).  In addition, Murrow and his staff

reported events from the war without concerning themselves with maintaining an aura

of objectivity.  Murrow had no problem in describing the war as a good versus evil

proposition, and this distinction helped to further separate punditry from journalistic

notions of objectivity as Murrow’s presence expanded to television (Alterman, 2000, p.

60).  Later, as a television host of See It Now, Murrow played the role of a citizen-

crusader and star-reporter more than of a political commentator, and his formula for

intimate interviews with important guests and his live on-camera introductions inspired

many future television programs that would appear years later such as CBS’ long-

running hit 60 Minutes (Timberg, 2002, p. 25).  

Perhaps Murrow’s most famous and influential television program was his

1954 documentary that attacked Senator Joseph McCarthy and his anti-Communist

hunt.  Even though other pundits in print and on radio had already criticized McCarthy,

Murrow’s thirty-minute documentary played a significant role in ending McCarthy’s

power inside Washington.  The documentary consisted of statements made by

McCarthy himself and demonstrated many of his own accesses.  Nimmo and Combs

describe the show by writing, “McCarthy’s words and pictures captured his undeniably

questionable tactics and his offensive and untelegenic demeanor” (p. 37).  Murrow’s

documentary was not the sole factor in bringing an end to McCarthyism as a political
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force, but Murrow’s role as a pundit exposing McCarthy’s faults is representative of

the power television was gaining as a political medium (Nimmo & Combs, 1992, p.

38).

As the production values of television evolved, so too did the role of pundits on

news commentaries.  Beginning as a commentator for the CBS Evening News in 1963,

Eric Sevareid helped to create a role for pundits in producing television entertainment. 

With the invention of videotape, Sevareid would polish his commentaries with retakes

and created a packaged television image that was entertaining and aimed at an

audience “who did not want to be lectured to yet wanted to feel informed” (Nimmo &

Combs, 1992, p. 40).  Pundits were now not only expected to be insightful and

informative, but entertaining and engaging as well.

Punditry Transformed

Two events occurred on television in the late 1960s that also had a profound

influence on the future development of television punditry.  The first occurred on

February 27, 1968, when respected anchor Walter Cronkite announced on CBS that the

Vietnam War had become a stalemate and was no longer working as a military

campaign.  Cronkite’s stature as an objective reporter gave his words almost

unprecedented importance, and public opinion about the war shifted greatly as a result. 

Cronkite’s statements demonstrated how much impact a television commentator,
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especially one as widely respected for his professionalism, could have on public

opinion.  And, as Alterman points out, Cronkite’s broadcast confirmed that “on matters

of both war and peace, the government itself was no longer to be trusted” (p. 66).  In

advancing the opinion held by Murrow, Cronkite had furthered the role of television

pundits in attempting to expose hidden or erroneous decisions made by political

leaders.  Pundits had become a significant force in providing another check on the

power of the politicians in Washington.

The other major event that occurred was the debut of the television show

Agronsky and Company in December 1969.  Previous television shows had existed that

were interview formats made up of journalists asking questions of politicians, but

Agronsky and Company was the first program that felt that politicians themselves were

extraneous and commentators alone could fill an entire show (Alterman, 2000, pp. 62-

63).  The show encouraged arguments between the featured commentators and further

increased the entertainment value of political conversations.  Along with Martin

Agronsky, the show’s host, the program featured other pundits who became well-

known figures such as Peter Lisagor and George Will.  As Alterman describes, “From

the standpoint of pundit history, the primary function of the Agronsky show was the

creation of a new kind of stardom for its participants” (p. 64).  Will, especially, became

a media star.  During the 1970s, he appeared not only as a featured newspaper

columnist, but also a frequent contributor to television shows such as Nightline, This

Week with David Brinkley, Agronsky and Company, and The ABC Evening News
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(Alterman, 2000, p. 87).  Not only did Will become a celebrity without being a

politician or journalist first, he also helped to define modern television pundits as

understanding measuring their value in terms of how they related to powerful political

leaders.  

George Will became extremely close with Ronald Reagan and wrote his first

newspaper column of the Reagan era from “approximately six inches from the era’s

new desk” (Alterman, 2000, p. 88).  Will’s proximity to conservative politicians served

as a double-edge sword.  On the one hand, he had tremendous connections to

influential leaders which consequently increased his value as a television authority. 

On the other hand, his decision to help coach Ronald Reagan prior to a 1980 debate

with President Jimmy Carter became a scandal in its own right.  The controversy was

even given the moniker “Debategate” (Alterman, 2000, p. 97).  Will saw no problem

with a commentator playing such a key role in preparing a political figure and argued

that as a columnist and not a journalist, he was free to do so.  Others decried Will’s

decision and claimed that Will would have no claim to impartiality in future

discussions about political issues.  While Debategate did little to slow the progress of

Will’s television career, it did further impact the close connection some pundits had

with particular parties and candidates.  Pundits, who were previously seen as

commentators with a specific view but not a stake in any one issue, could now be

perceived as advocates for an ideology or person and suffer almost no consequences as

a result.    
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Television Pundits Discover the Sound Bite

While the talk shows of the 1970s used disagreement and argument as a

centerpiece of their programming, the talk shows of the 1980s went a step further in

progressing the format.  Nimmo and Combs note, “The next innovation in

confrontation formats was not only to make argument (not information) the show, but

to throw civility to the winds” (p. 127).  Shows like The McLaughlin Group, Crossfire,

and The Capital Gang, were intended to be quick-fire arguments about the topics of

the day that boiled down complex arguments into short sound bites.  Not only were

politicians no longer necessary for having political discussions on television, but

information and facts were also less important than the veracity of the disagreements

that took place on the air.

Started in 1982, The McLaughlin Group became a model for these

contemporary argument shows.  The show began on a local commercial station in

Washington, D.C., but was quickly picked up by NBC affiliates in four major cities

and more than 275 public television stations throughout the country (Hirsch, 1991, p.

31).  General Electric sponsored the show so that it could be made available to public

television stations for free, which also likely added to the perceived validity of its

guests and discussions.  While previous shows of this nature encouraged thoughtful

discussion about important topics, this show had a different goal in mind.  Nimmo and

Combs describe its content by writing,  “Taking their cue from [the host John]
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McLaughlin, each of the four journalists comprising the show’s panel interrupts,

speaks at a breathless pace, and reaches for the perfect putdown” (p. 127). 

McLaughlin created the show to be such a discussion, and on it “he is a master

showman and provocateur, insulting his guests and moving the discussion along at a

breathtaking rate” (Hirsch, 1991, p. 33).  Like George Will before them, individual

members of the show’s recurring panel became stars such as Robert Novak and Pat

Buchanan, and many of the show’s regulars became close to the decision makers and

messages put out by the Reagan administration.  Alterman recalls that members of The

McLaughlin Group would often attend Friday morning briefings at the White House

and “then hustle straight to their tapings, where the tidbits and leaks were repeated

verbatim, either in the form of predictions or inside scoops” (p. 108).  The stars of the

show were treated like celebrities around Washington because of their proximity to

authority and ability to express their opinions to viewers all over the country.  And, at

the same time, their influence on shaping the public’s agenda and political thinking

further exacerbated their social status within Washington due to their role as opinion

leaders appearing on television.  

From 1982 through today, these weekend discussion shows such as The

McLaughlin Group have not received tremendous ratings.  In fact, only 13 percent of

Americans say they regularly learn something about political campaigns from Sunday

political television (Pew Research Center, 2005, p. 46).  However, even if much of the

country does not watch them, “Washington watches them, and that’s what matters”
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(Alterman, 2000, p. 89).  Within the nation’s capital, important news makers of the

week will appear on Face the Nation or The Capital Gang and the producers who book

the shows have tremendous power over the city’s movers and shakers.  Journalists

watch the shows and their discussions help to frame the agenda for other media outlets. 

Policy makers also pay attention to each week’s guests in order to anticipate their own

moves for the upcoming week.  

Even though these shows have tremendous potential for important political

dialogue among many of the nation’s elite journalists and politicians, the unfortunate

legacy of many of these shows, including The McLaughlin Group, “was its implied

notion that any idea, no matter how complex or enormous, could be boiled down to a

yes-or-no question or a letter grade on a sliding scale” (Alterman, 2000, p. 124).  In

order to maintain a fast-paced, engaging conversation, subtlety and nuance often got

lost in the free-fire exchanges of wit between pundits.  Media critic Howard Kurtz

(1996) decries, “Now middlebrow culture reigns supreme, and the political debate,

reduced to its sound-bite essence, unfolds in loud bursts on television and radio. 

Serious ideas are still explored in books and newspapers and journals of opinion, but

they cannot be polarized unless a simpler, punchier version is reenacted on the talk

circuit...All this amounts to a profound cultural shift in the nature of communication”

(p. 7).  
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Cable Television and the Expansion of Opportunities

Although CNN was founded in 1980, the real-growth of the 24-hour all-news

cable channels occurred during the late 1990s with the addition of MSNBC, CNBC,

and the Fox News Channel.  These channels created countless new opportunities for

pundits to appear on television, and many of their most popular shows like Fox News’

The O’Reilly Factor, CNN’s Crossfire, and MSNBC’s Hardball, were daily

opportunities for new star pundits to be born and for talking heads to become regular

visitors into America’s homes.  This explosion of opportunities for pundits occurred

for two reasons.  One, these new networks had endless time to fill and these talking

head shows could satisfy their need for news-type programming.  Two,

“communication conglomerates that controlled the world of broadcast and cable

television discovered that they could produce pundit programs more cheaply than

almost any other kind of television” (Alterman, 2000, p. 263).  Pundit shows did not

need a staff of writers or elaborate sets, and because the opinions expressed could be

attributed to the pundits speaking and not to the network itself, the traditional resources

needed for fact-checking news shows were also needed less often.  Additionally, by

creating shows based almost entirely on the personality of the star host, such as Chris

Matthews or Larry King, a show with a low-budget and a repetitive format could still

gain a strong viewership and be profitable for its network. 

Not only technological and financial conditions influenced the content of these
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cable-news channels, but Alterman suggests that two other events of the 1990s also

changed the content and tone of these discussion shows.  The 1994 arrest and trial of

former football star O.J. Simpson gave networks months’ worth of programming and

the public’s demand for minute-by-minute updates of the trial’s events created

opportunities for new pundits that did not focus on politics, but rather on the criminal

justice system.  After the conclusion of the Simpson trial, the same cable networks

looked to fill the vacuum for dramatic judicial stories and other prominent cases got

significant coverage such as the murder of child beauty queen JonBenet Ramsey and

the 2004 arrest of basketball star Kobe Bryant.  

The other event that affected the tone of television punditry was the 1998

disclosure of an improper relationship between President Bill Clinton and White House

intern Monica Lewinsky.  While the news first broke on the internet, the cable

channels could not find enough air time to attribute to the content of the story. 

However, because the details of the case were part of a confidential White House

investigation, and because the White House itself chose not to release many details or

make many newsworthy comments, the news-gathering apparatuses of these cable

channels had to constantly strain to find something new to say about the affair. 

Alterman describes, “With no new news breaks, opinions quickly became news, as

pundits found they could get their comments repeated if they predicted the president’s

imminent demise in a shorter time than their competitors” (p. 267).  At the same time,

the scandal featured numerous occasions of “objective” reporters falsely reporting
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allegations.  One example occurred when both ABC and NBC interrupted coverage of

the Super Bowl to broadcast the accusation that a witness had walked into the Oval

Office and seen Clinton and Lewinsky acting improperly.  This report was later

discovered to be entirely false (Alterman, 2000, pp. 267-268).  So, as the standards for

reporting declined and relied less on traditional notions of fact-checking, the punditry

used the opportunity to expand their boundaries of pontification.  Alterman suggests

that “By creating a political firestorm and then retreating into sullen silence, Clinton

was able to demonstrate what a punditocracy spin explosion looked like when the

pundits had only themselves to spin” (p. 269).  

The story of the Lewinsky scandal was another development that helped to

merge the political pundit industry with the gossip industry (Alterman, 2000, p. 274). 

While pundits on television had not relied on high standards of decorum for years, this

merger allowed for salacious and false rumors to be expressed and repeated on various

channels.  Sometimes, the rumors themselves got reported as facts by other sources. 

No rumor was too volatile or extreme, and the immediate nature of live television

allowed for pundits who conveyed an untrue rumor to avoid accountability for their

misstatements.  

The production values of television have always forced commentators to

punch-up their statements in order to fit the demands of the medium.  However, the

contemporary state of television punditry, with its merger with the gossip industry and

its connections to partisan actors, has created a situation where political discourse is
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not aimed at informing the public, but rather at gaining notoriety and larger ratings. 

The pundits who appear on television news programming should be central to any

study of political communication because of their unique position as widely seen

disseminators of opinion.  In the following chapter, I describe previous academic

research that has been conducted on television pundits and discuss the potential factors

that shape the dynamics of pundit discussions.  Having considered the historical roots

of the profession, we are now ready to investigate the issues involving contemporary

punditry and the role that pundits play within television news as a whole.  
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Chapter 3.  Literature Review

Television is the dominant medium for most Americans to get information

about politics.  A November 2004 survey conducted by the Pew Research Center for

the People & the Press showed that 76 percent of respondents listed television as one

of their main sources of campaign news compared to 46 percent for newspapers, 22

percent for radio, and 21 percent for the internet.  An earlier Pew survey found that 42

percent of Americans say they regularly learn something about political campaigns

from local TV news, 38 percent from cable news, and 35 percent from nightly network

news.  Fewer people said they regularly learn something from daily newspapers, 31

percent, than any of the three types of news programs (Pew Research Center, 2005, pp.

46-47).  While there has been significant attention paid to the increase of the internet

and new forms of media as sources of political news, television is still far more

popular.  Even for young people ages 18 to 29 who are the most likely to be on the

internet, more say they regularly learn something about campaigns from cable news at

37 percent than the internet at 20 percent (Pew Research Center, 2005, p. 47).  This

persistent reliance on television has occurred for a number of reasons.  In particular,

television has become a staple to most American homes and the passive nature of

watching TV is a convenient escape from the drudgery of everyday life. 

Because of the dominance of television in conveying information to the general

public, news on television has been the subject of much scrutiny within the field of
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political communication.  The medium of television has advantages and disadvantages

when compared to other forms of media.  Steven Chaffee and Stacey Frank (1996) note

that while it is commonly thought that newspapers are more thorough and do a better

job of informing the public about the differences between candidates and other relevant

political information, newer studies show that television is about as effective in

conveying similar information, if not better in certain instances.  Additionally, Chaffee

and Frank argue that television is much better equipped in reaching audiences that are

less likely to be impacted by newspapers, such as young people and immigrants.  

Not only has the role of television been scrutinized thoroughly, but news on

television has commonly been criticized as well.  Contrary to many assumptions, there

is evidence that television news is a better source of information than other types of

programming that appear on television such as campaign advertisements.  Xinshu Zhao

and Steven Chaffee (1995) examined surveys conducted during election cycles from

1984 to 1992 to compare political knowledge about candidates between viewers of

television ads and television news.  For the most part, Zhao and Chaffee discovered

that the measures of attention to television news were stronger predictors of political

knowledge than attention to advertising.  This finding suggests that those who watched

television news knew more about candidates running for office than those who had

been exposed to many television ads.  The authors stress that these surveys measured

the knowledge about political issues and not the perceptions of candidates which

means the option is still left open that TV ads play a greater role in influencing the
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perceptions voters have about candidates than TV news.  However, their research

indicates that television news does assist the transmission of facts and political

knowledge better than ads.

Even though these two studies intimate that television has a potentially

advantageous role in imparting political knowledge, there is no shortage of detractors

of television news and how it is produced.  Roderick Hart (1996) argues that television

has had a negative impact on political activity and citizenship.  Television can make

people feel aware, Hart believes, but it actually discourages political action.  He writes,

“I suggest that television provides viewers with so much vicarious political experience

that they often feel too tired to vote” (p. 112).  By watching TV, viewers get the sense

that activity is happening, but this sense is very different from actually being involved

or informed.  Also, television is so full of personal stories and of images of people

doing “political things” that viewers feel free to concern themselves with other matters

(p. 114).  Television creates the feeling of a crowded public sphere where even if

political knowledge is increased, actual participation is lessened. 

While Hart criticizes the nature of television as a whole, other scholars are

more specific in objecting to conditions of television news.  In his influential 1994

book Out of Order, Thomas Patterson argues that the press as a whole, including

television news, has become the centerpiece of political campaigns and that the press is

not well-equipped for such an important role.  The press is not accountable to anyone,

and the norms and imperatives of journalism as it has progressed in the U.S. are at
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odds with the political values of a strong democracy.  Specifically, Patterson

demonstrates that the press relies far too much on the “game schema” or the horse race

discussion of campaigns rather than issues of policy and governance.  The strategic

moves of politicians were once considered the means to an end, namely getting

elected.  However, now the press considers these strategic moves as the ends

themselves.  He writes, “The strategic game is embedded in virtually every aspect of

election news, dominating and driving it.  The game, once the backdrop in news of the

campaign, is now so pervasive that it is almost inseparable form the rest of election

content” (p. 69).  

To illustrate Patterson’s complaint, consider the following discussion between

CNN host Paula Zahn and Republican Strategist Mike Murphy that occurred the day

after the first 2004 presidential debate.  After spending several moments discussing the

attempts of Democrats to portray Bush’s facial expressions during the debate as

embarrassing, Zahn decided to return the topic of discussion to important political

“substance.”

MURPHY. Look, the fact is I’m amazed that the DNC [Democratic National     
  Committee] is so dumb that they took what I think, on the snake oil side, was   
  a pretty good performance by Kerry and are going to squander it now with       
  cheap shots about freeze frames of the president looking funny.  This just        
  shows how haunted they are by Gore’s screw-up last time [in 2000].  They    
  need to get off and sell their guy.  So I think this is a one day thing.
ZAHN. But let’s talk about substance, though, for a moment, Mike. 
MURPHY. Absolutely.  That’s what we ought to be doing.
ZAHN. And the substances, if you look at all the quickie polls done – the           

   one done by CNN, the one done by ABC and CBS – they show that Kerry        
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    was the clear cut winner. (Paula Zahn Now, 2004, p. 16)

For Zahn, returning to “substance” meant returning to talk of polls.  The implication is

that discussion of Bush’s expressions might be superficial and the attempts of

Democrats to highlight such an issue is a blatant political maneuver.  However, when

Zahn tries to discuss something more substantive, she reverts to a discussion of snap

polls and the horse race element of the debate rather than any of the substantiative

policy issues either candidate discussed.   

Patterson also suggests that in addition to relying too much on polls in order to

fit news stories into a game schema, journalists spend too much time trying to discover

the “real” candidate behind the public persona rather than reporting facts and issues

that might be more relevant to the voting public.  This notion of trying to discover the

candidate behind the image leads journalists to focus extensively on gaffes and

misstatements.  Journalists see these errors as indications of the candidate’s essential

nature which is not easily perceived by the average voter. 

Stephen Farnsworth and Robert Lichter (2003, 2005) add to Patterson’s

concerns by performing a systematic content analysis of television news coverage of

the presidential campaigns on the major broadcast networks from 1988 to 2004.  They

show that in 2000, 71 percent of general election campaign stories on the nightly

newscasts of the three major networks were on the horse race aspect of the election

compared to 48 percent in 1996 and 58 percent in 1992 (Farnsworth & Lichter, 2003,
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p. 51).  This number did decline in 2004 back to 48 percent, but even then almost half

of all campaign discussions were about the political game (Farnsworth & Lichter,

2005, p. 7).  About the same percentage of campaign stories in 2004 were on policy

issues, 49 percent, than were on the horse race.  In 2000, only 40 percent of the stories

focused on policy issues which was roughly the same as in 1996, 37 percent, and

slightly more than in 1992, 32 percent (Farnsworth & Lichter, 2005, p. 34).  These data

suggest that Patterson’s concerns have not only been supported, but the amount of

horse race coverage has accelerated on television in most recent campaign cycles. 

Furthermore, Farnsworth and Lichter show that the average sound bite for a

candidate on these newscasts was only 7.8 seconds in 2000 and 2004 (Farnsworth &

Lichter, 2005, p. 34).  That means that footage of a candidate actually speaking for

themselves is minimal and viewers hardly get the opportunity to witness politicians

directly during these newscasts.  Farnsworth and Lichter determine that the time during

campaign stories is being taken up more and more by journalists and commentators

rather than candidates or voters.  For example, in 2000, reporters took 74 percent of the

network airtime for themselves, leaving only 12 percent for the candidates (Farnsworth

& Lichter, 2003, p. 89).  This research shows how significant commentators on

television can be in shaping political dialogue and public opinion as compared to

political figures themselves.  The media as an institution must be considered a central

and separate component of the overall American political process and television news

plays a central role within such an institution. 
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The Role of Pundits Within Television News          

In chapter 2, we examined the growth of pundits on television and the types of

programs that expanded in the 1980s and 1990s that featured pundits as the primary

focus of the show.  What role, then, do pundits serve within television news as a

whole?  In an ideal world, pundits would play the role of “experts” as laid out by John

Zaller (1992).  Zaller declares that experts are a necessary part of information

collecting for the general public.  He believes that as individuals, we depend on

“others” who devote themselves full time to some aspect of public affairs because we

do not have the time or inclination to gather all the facts for ourselves.  Political

pundits on television playing this role would be knowledgeable, opinionated, and

would assist citizens in coming to a better understanding of the political issues of the

day.  

To some extent, television pundits have taken the role of experts described by

Zaller, although as we acknowledged in our last chapter, the quality of opinion and

level of knowledge of many pundits is questionable.  Opinion commentary on

television has now supplanted the op-ed page of newspapers as the primary source of

opinion commentary for most of the public (Hirsch. 1991, p. 2).  In addressing specific

political roundtable shows, Hirsch writes, “It makes sense that political talk shows

increase journalists’ influence, because these shows assist people in sorting out their

political views and help establish the conventional wisdom in the nation’s capital” (p.
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2).  These television political pundits play a crucial role of not only influencing public

opinion through their commentaries aimed at the general public, but they are also

central in shaping conventional wisdom inside Washington for both policy actors and

fellow journalists. 

Hirsch declares that there can be a valuable role for pundits on television

beyond shaping public opinion.  While there is a need for straight, objective reporting,

“there is also great value in opinion commentary.  In addition to journalists who

acquire, disseminate, and analyze information, we need commentators who provoke

and stimulate us with opinions” (Hirsch, 1991, pp. 50-51).  Pundits have the ability to

challenge commonly held assumptions and provide new ways of approaching the

issues of the day.  Consequently, pundits on television could potentially play a central

role in promoting a vigorous and open democratic dialogue.

The growth of television programs that feature pundits is part of the larger

expansion of forms of media that Richard Davis and Diana Owen (1998) call “new

media.”  They declare that, “New media are mass communication forms with primarily

nonpolitical origins that have acquired political roles” (p. 7).  New media are different

from old media in that they offer more opportunities for political discussion among

various actors.  In particular, new media offer more opportunities for citizens to

become involved with public discussions of politics.  The growth of the television

punditry in the late 20  century is a part of the overall growth of new media along withth

talk radio and the internet.  However, while Davis and Owen agree with the positive
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potential that new media (and the punditry) can have on facilitating a healthy

discourse, too often, “new media’s promise is undercut by the commercial and

entertainment imperatives that drive them” (p. 7).  The competitive pressures of

television and desire for the best sound bite often prevent pundits from having

constructive discussions.  New media is full of inflammatory attacks and combative

rhetoric rather than thoughtful deliberations (Davis & Owen, 1998, p. 19). 

In addition, there is evidence that the more options viewers have in television

viewing, particularly with the expansion of cable choices, the less likely viewers will

choose to watch significant political events and speeches.  Baum and Kernell (1999)

conducted a study using data from the 1996 National Election Survey and concluded

that cable television, more so than political disaffection, has had a greater influence on

the decline of ratings of presidential speeches.  Those who had more choices of

television viewing options were less likely to watch presidential events.  Whether this

decline is a result of the number of options or the nature of the discussions that occur

on these new types of cable shows is unclear.  However, the study shows how the

expansion of cable has changed the modern political environment for viewers and

politicians alike.  Citizens have more choices for television viewing and many are

moving away from viewing presidential appearances.  To try to counteract this trend,

politicians themselves must adapt in order to prevent further loss to their viewing

audiences.  

In addition to the decline in the level of overall political discourse, three other
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problems arise as a result of the prominent role that pundits and new media have

inhabited within television as a whole.  First, new media has accelerated the growth of

celebrity journalists and pundits.  While journalists have been trading on their name

recognition for decades, cable television and the expanded competition that result from

more televison options has magnified the entertainment component of television and

created more celebrity journalists than ever before (Davis & Owen, 1998, pp. 190-

194). This level of celebrity contributes to a declining quality of news.  The identity of

the person speaking on television becomes more important than what the person has to

say or even the issues being discussed.  Pundits are expected to speak on a wide variety

of topics even if they have no special expertise on the subject, and their ability to

promote themselves with quick combative statements and strong opinions becomes

more important than the accuracy or validity of their arguments.  Celebrity pundits do

not have to be educated or insightful, just have a persona that works well on TV.  As

Capital Gang regular Margaret Carlson once admitted:

What’s good TV and what’s thoughtful analysis are different.  That’s been      
conceded by most producers and bookers.  They’re not looking for the most      
learned person; they’re looking for the person who can sound learned without
confusing the matter with too much knowledge.  I’m one of the people without
too much knowledge.  I’m perfect! (Kurtz, 1996, p. 9)

The second problem that occurs due to the prominent role of pundits on television is

the growth of partisan pundits that have no separation from the subjects they are

commenting on.  Ever since George Will assisted Ronald Reagan in 1980 in preparing
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for a presidential debate, the line between pundit and political advisor has frequently

become blurred (Davis and Owen, 1998, pp. 194-195).  This blurring has become even

more substantial with the 2005 revelation that the Bush administration paid

commentator Armstrong Williams to publicly support their education initiatives on

radio, television, and in print.  While pundits have always featured a partisan point of

view, there was still a notion that they were objective commentators giving opinions

based on their best judgement and knowledge.  However, as these events with George

Will and Armstrong Williams demonstrate, pundits in a modern media environment

may not only be in favor of one political party or another, but may be working in

conjunction with those same officials.  This conflict of interest between commentators

and politicians can also degrade the level of public discourse on new media.

The third problem of the role of pundits within television news occurs when the

makeup of the pundits is not representative of the population as a whole.  While there

has been some growth in the number of women who are part of political discussions on

television, Hirsch notes that most commentators on television are men and most

political discussions are made up of “locker room machismo” (p. 55).  He suggests that

these discussions are aggressive in nature and include combative content that are “not

conducive to female participation” (p. 56). Women are not perceived in a positive light

when they partake in such strident arguments.  Whether or not Hirsch’s assertion is

correct as to why women are not a larger part of television punditry, a study conducted

by the White House Project (2001) delivers a clear picture of the demographics of
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political talk shows.  The White House Project recorded the number of male and

female guests that appeared on several Sunday morning talk shows airing between

January 1, 2000, and June 31, 2001.  They analyzed the statements made by the guests

during this period and also the six weeks following the September 11, 2001, terrorist

attacks.  Their findings demonstrate strongly how there is an unequal representation of

men and women as guests on these shows.  During the first period of examination,

women made up only 11 percent of the guests and only 7 percent of the repeat guests

who returned after a first appearance.  They also determined that women guests spoke

10 percent fewer words than men and were slightly less likely to be featured

prominently in later segments of the shows.  Strikingly, women spoke only 10 percent

of the total words delivered on these various programs.  After the September 11

attacks, the presence of women further decreased by 39 percent, suggesting that in

times of crisis, the producers of these talk shows felt that men were more important as

authorities than women. 

A 2005 study conducted by the organization Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting

[FAIR] came up with similar results.  FAIR tracked the panelists of four influential

Sunday morning talk shows from September 2004 to February 2005.  Only one of the

shows, NBC’s Chris Matthews Show, had anywhere close to an even number of male

and female panelists.  The other three, NBC’s Meet the Press, ABC’s This Week, and

Fox News Sunday each had less than 40 percent women as panelists.  The study also

discovered that there was an incredible lack of ethnic diversity.  Only two appearances
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on any of the shows were made by women of color.  There was more ethnic diversity

among men, but rarely did any show consist of more than one male panelist of color at

a time.  The authors of the study concluded that there is an unspoken quota system for

panelists, and that the “unspoken quota system works against women of color: One

‘woman’ is generally interpreted as one white woman, and one ‘person’ of color as one

man of color; once the quotas are filled, there’s no room left for any more diversity”

(FAIR, 2005, p. 1).  

The studies by the White House Project and FAIR are clear evidence of the

disproportionate makeup of television pundits as being overwhelmingly male and

white.  While not included in these particular studies, common sense tells us that

television pundits are also more likely to have higher incomes than most Americans

due to the ability of these pundits to take financial advantage of their television

personas.  This uneven representation of pundits is a significant problem because

television commentators are unlikely to represent the full cross-section of views that

exists within the general citizenry.  By having fewer women, minorities, and low-

income workers on these shows, the opinions expressed are likely going to have biases

that favor the male-dominated and elite view of current events.  Since we have seen

how pundits play an important role in shaping political discourse, having biases within

the makeup of the pundit demographics will result in further biases influencing the

notions that come to be considered as conventional wisdom.  
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Influences on Pundit Discussions

The main purpose of this investigation was to study the dynamics of the

discussions conducted by television political pundits.  Because they maintain such a

prominent role in both politics and journalism, the dynamics of pundit commentaries

have a strong influence that goes beyond their thirty or sixty-minute television

program.  In order to understand such dynamics, one must consider the influences that

can shape the nature of pundit discussions and the patterns that emerge from their

comments.  Relatively little quantitative data exist that examine these issues, although

a number of scholars have forwarded assumptions and qualitative evaluations that are

relevant to how pundits are selected and what they choose to speak about.  Eric

Alterman (2000), for one, argues that contemporary pundits are selected more because

of television production values and their relation to insider Washington culture than

their breadth of knowledge or accuracy of predictions.  Alterman writes, “Being

correct in one’s analysis has never been part of the job description.  Neither has

sharing the views or values of the vast majority of the American people” (p. 278). 

Instead, having close connections with political elites and the quick wit that is desired

by television producers are more significant qualifications.  Noting how uninformed or

biased many pundits can be, Alterman decries the importance that pundits have gained

in today’s media environment by writing, “Congress and the president are graded

every day not by the public, but by the punditocracy.  For all the attention paid to
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polling, it is pundits, not the public, who administer the daily rewards and sanctions of

the political system and who determine the width and breadth of public debate” (p.

279).  Pundits have become the judges and score keepers of the political game in

Washington, and much of their deliberations on television are aimed at maintaining

that role for themselves.

Nimmo and Combs (1992) echo the concerns voiced by Alterman in declaring

that media authority for pundits is determined not by accuracy, but rather on perceived

credibility.  They explain, “building a reputation for credibility requires a mastery less

of special, revealed knowledge than of the discursive rituals appropriate to the specific

public forum provided by a specific medium” (p. 12).  In the case of television, those

values include one’s appearance, the declarative nature of one’s statements, and the

brevity of one’s responses.  These television values influence and frame discussions

more so than notions of truth or responsible deliberations.  

Nimmo and Combs add another factor into the influences that shape pundit

debates.  They assert that, “Political debate today often rages not over issues, or even

what politicians say about issues, but about what pundits say politicians should say

about issues” (p. 7).  There is a normative angle to pundit discussions where politicians

are second-guessed and compared to an abstract notion of correct political

maneuvering.  Consequently, pundits compare what is actually occurring to what

should have occurred had they, the pundits, controlled the world.  

One study conducted by Sigelman, Manheim, and Pierce (1996) does examine
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the nature of pundit discussions and specifically the accuracy of their statements.  The

authors recorded and analyzed 757 specific predictions made by members of The

McLaughlin Group in 1993 and 1994.  Their goal was to see how accurate members of

the show were in making predictions, which is an integral part of every episode. 

Overall, the researchers concluded that 50.1 percent of the predictions came true and

49.9 percent turned out not to be true.  They write sardonically, “The implication is

clear: Someone who tunes in The McLaughlin Group to get a better grip on the future

would do just as well to flip a coin” (p. 39).  To be fair, most of the questions that were

asked of the panelists had four possible options and so getting about half of the

questions right is not as awful as it initially sounds.  However, the fact that these

panelists were as likely to be wrong about their predictions as they were to be right

suggests that the ability of these pundits to make accurate forward-thinking

declarations is far from an exact science.  At the same time, the authors of the study

observe that it is the certainty with which the pundits make their predictions, and not

the accuracy, that has made the show so influential and the individuals on the show

stars in their own right.

Applying Research on Journalism to Television Pundits

Because the amount of studies focusing on television pundits is limited, another

potential place to look for clues as to the dynamics of television pundits is in research
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that examines the dynamics of contemporary reporting as a whole.  A number of the

lessons and hypotheses aimed at reporters and journalists can be applied to television

pundits in order to learn insights into the patterns that develop within that specific

community.  Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Paul Waldman (2003) do describe some of

the impacts of pundit commentaries, as we discussed in chapter 1, but they also reveal

some other trends in contemporary political coverage that can be easily transposed to

pundit debates.  In fact, Jamieson and Waldman point out, “Although reporters pride

themselves on being recounters of important fact, they increasingly take on the role of

pundits, forecasting the future.  Even some who have not become part of the talking-

head culture of television commentary have shifted reporting toward speculation about

future consequences” (pp. 93-94).  As a result of this shift, many of the distinctions

between the dynamics of objective reporting and of pundit commentary have lessened

and many of the interpretations of one part of the news media can be transposed to

other press components as well.

For Jamieson and Waldman, the news media arrive at narratives relating to key

politicians and events, and those existing narratives drive interpretation of new facts as

they occur.  For example, in the 2000 presidential campaign, Al Gore was perceived by

many in the media as a person who would exaggerate the truth.  In fact, the Bush

campaign made great efforts to contribute to the perception of Gore as dishonest and a

person who would be willing to say anything in order to win political support.  During

the same campaign, George W. Bush was perceived as someone who was either naive
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or had trouble with the English language.  After the first debate where both candidates

made several statements that were untrue, the pre-existing narratives for each

candidate colored the reporting that followed.  The errors made by Gore were

portrayed as a deliberate attempt to mislead the public while Bush’s errors were

portrayed as naive mistakes.  Jamieson and Waldman cite an NBC Nightly News report

that began with the statement, “Though both candidates took liberties with the truth, Al

Gore seems most on the defensive today, accused by Republicans of embellishing” (p.

58).  The frame of the story was about Gore’s errors because it fit the preestablished

narrative of Gore as a serial exaggerator.  Bush’s errors fit the narrative of a person

who makes innocent mistakes, and was seen as less of a purposeful character flaw. 

Jamieson and Waldman also demonstrate how reporting that follows these existing

narratives can impact the public’s opinions.  They conducted a series of surveys during

the campaign and show that after the first debate, the number of people who

considered Gore “honest” continued to decline and stayed below 50 percent from then

until Election Day (pp. 59-60).  The frame of Gore as exaggerator resulted in a

political obstacle for the candidate.    

This example from the 2000 election is illustrative not only for the existence of

narratives, but for a number of other significant factors that drive media discussions. 

In covering campaigns, members of the media often focus on “decisive moments” that

shape an election, especially during presidential debates (Jamieson & Waldman, 2003,

p. 31).  When a particularly memorable moment occurs during a debate, such as in
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1976 when Gerald Ford erred and stated that Eastern Europe was not under Soviet

domination, the moment gets replayed over and over and becomes the centerpiece for

the interpretation of the entire event as it is described afterwards.  More so than policy

implications, these decisive moments become the root of our collective memories of

the debates and the campaign itself.  Additionally, if a decisive moment occurs that

reinforces a pre-existing narrative, such as Gore’s misstatements during the 2000

debate, it will become even more likely to be a subject of post-debate discussion and

interpretation.  

While constantly looking for decisive moments and facts that confirm the

narratives already established by the media, reporters and pundits also tend to focus on

a single character flaw that allows reporters to “place a lens over their eyes that can

distort the public’s view” (Jamieson & Waldman, 2003, p. 40).  Jamieson and

Waldman declare that in looking for character flaws, the press play the role of amateur

psychologists who are constantly searching for the real essence of the candidate that

lurks behind the public persona.  This role of amateur psychologist helps to explain

why character flaws are so central to reporting because what is more often discussed is

not what was said, but rather how what was said reveals psychological information

about the “real” candidate.  If Gore says something that is not entirely true, it is not just

an error in speaking, but reveals a pathological condition of exaggeration.  In 2004,

John Kerry’s narrative, as aided by Republican attacks, was that he was a flip-flopper

who changed his position on issues to fit his political goals.  When he would change
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his view over time, reporters and pundits declared that the shift was part of his waffling

nature rather than resulting from a change in evidence or facts.  

The centerpiece of Jamieson and Waldman’s critiques of contemporary media

that most applies to this study is in the creation of a general consensus among reporters

and pundits over time.  They assert that a single entity called political discourse does

exist and is made up of media outlets focusing on decisive moments and reflecting on

each other so that different outlets wind up replaying similar themes and frames.  This

consensus becomes even more crucial as specific memories of an event fade.  What

becomes more prominent than the actual event itself is the press’ interpretations of the

event.  And, because many citizens do not view debates and speeches as they first

appear, the perceptions of candidates are often solely impacted by journalists’

interpretations after the fact.  

Jamieson and Waldman suggest that, “Using a combination of hard evidence

and gut feeling, reporters arrive at a consensus on the features of each candidate’s

personality that are the most important.  Subsequent information that fits each

candidate’s stereotype then becomes far more likely to pass through the news filter to

reach readers and viewers” (p. 72).  Furthermore, the consensus that forms around

candidates and their essential personalities impacts how that candidate is treated in

future events.  Jamieson and Waldman provide some quantitative data to defend their

argument in relation to the post-election recounts in Florida that occurred after the

2000 election debacle.  They argue that the frame chosen by most reporters and pundits
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was that Bush had won the state of Florida and Gore was trying to use legal maneuvers

to overturn the election results, even though the count on election night was too close

to call and within any margin of error.  The Gore position, that the votes had not all

been counted properly and a recount was needed to determine the real winner, was

repeated on television less often than the Bush position that the election had already

been resolved.  On the Sunday talk shows during the five weeks after Election Day, “a

Gore spokesperson was almost twice as likely to be challenged as was a person

defending the Bush position” (Jamieson & Waldman, 2003, p. 104).  Also, during the

same five weeks of television programs, the shows implied that Gore was somehow

stealing the election twelve times compared to only three times for the Bush campaign. 

The word “steal” was applied to Gore’s effort six times and only twice to Bush’s

efforts (Jamieson & Waldman, 2003, p. 120).  Out of the 23 times that a question was

posed using the word “concede,” 20 of them were tied to Gore’s campaign (p. 121). 

The thrust of the argument and the reason for this data was to demonstrate how the

consensus across different television shows tilted political discourse toward favoring

the Bush team and created a climate that was far more favorable for Republicans

during this post-election period.   

The concerns voiced by Jamieson and Waldman are echoed by other media

scholars as well.  Thomas Patterson (1994) agrees with the notion of pre-existing

narratives and declares that news cannot consist of a “jumble of facts tossed together

willy-nilly” (p. 96).  Instead, reporters must make facts cohere to some storyline in
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order to help interpret new events.  As noted earlier, Patterson believes that far too

often, the narratives that journalists rely on are about the game aspect of politics rather

than to important policy considerations.  Patterson also agrees that journalists focus on

gaffes too often, and that “they seek validation of their opinions” by relying on

candidate gaffes to justify their preconceived notions about the side of a candidate that

is hidden from public view (p. 152).  Gaffes will often be a subject of conversation for

several days and color the perception of a candidate that follows them for years to

follow.  Howard Dean’s famous scream speech during the 2004 Democratic primary

season was replayed on television so often that any mention of him years later will

likely lead citizens and pundits alike to think back on his embarrassing moment.  What

the scream speech revealed about Dean’s essential character is unclear, but the

historical memory will be his yelling at a campaign rally rather than any of his policy

positions.  

Another way to think about the role that gaffes play in contemporary media

coverage is in a manner suggested by Larry Sabato (2000).  Sabato declares that, “The

news media, print and broadcast, go after a wounded politician like sharks in a feeding

frenzy” (p. 1).  Political events are considered a feeding frenzy when there is a critical

mass of journalists that decide to cover an embarrassing or scandalous subject.  While

most of Sabato’s writing on feeding frenzies applies to reporters and not pundits, his

concept of the feeding frenzy relates well to pundit discussions in light of the other

critiques we have already examined.  Sabato declares that today, most feeding frenzies
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are aimed at gaffes by politicians and character issues.  Sabato cites many examples of

frenzy events such as Congressman Barney Frank’s relationship with a male prostitute

and Gerald Ford’s gaffe during the 1976 debate.  In much the same way that Jamieson

and Waldman describe, Sabato believes that a near consensus forms around a

politician’s personality and faults, and that these images become the candidate’s

subtext that sets a tone for their press coverage.  Often the level of a feeding frenzy is

determined by the sexiness of a gaffe or the perceived hypocrisy behind one’s actions. 

Unfortunately, Sabato asserts, “the press often devotes far more resources to the

insignificant gaffe than to issues of profound national and global impact” (p. 149).  

What are the reasons that reporters would choose to participate in a feeding

frenzy situation?  Sabato offers several suggestions.  First, the focus on horse race and

gamesmanship promotes discussions of personal conflict and confrontation as opposed

to discussions of policy.  Scandals and gaffes are ripe for reports of controversy. 

Second, “Competitive pressures also propel each newspaper and network to try to

make a contribution, no matter how small and insignificant, to the unfolding frenzy”

(Sabato, 2000, p. 36).  No media outlet (or pundit, for that matter) wants to be left out

of adding to a significant scandal for fear of losing out to their competitors.  Reporters

are perceived to be more interested in achieving fame and fortune than they are at

providing full and complete information to the general public.  Being left out of a

growing scandal would be one way for a reporter to miss out of such personal rewards. 

At the same time, these competitive pressures also lead to pack journalism.  Sabato
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explains, “Oddly enough, the intense competitive pressures we have just discussed

cause reporters (and editors and producers) to move forward together in essentially the

same story direction, rather than on different story tracks” (pp. 37-38).  Although it

might seem counterintuitive, Sabato adds, “the free market of journalism often leads to

sameness instead of diversity” (p. 38).  Journalists fear being seen as irrelevant by

other journalists and are competing for the same audience.  These pressures do not lead

to the variations of reporting that one might hope for in a democratic society.  Sabato

also notes that today, a widely watched television show such as an evening newscast or

Sunday commentary show is often the “first indication of the conventional wisdom that

will develop in reaction to the print story” (p. 38).  Not only do journalists fear being

left out of the participation in an important feeding frenzy, but the influence that a few

important opinion leaders have can shape how a story is framed by the rest of the

media.  

The third reason that feeding frenzies take place is that the press often sees

itself as a “screening committee” that helps to filter out candidates who might be

perceived as weak (p. 42).  While Patterson would suggest that the press is not capable

of adequately performing this role, journalists would defend their position by claiming

that by focusing on gaffes and scandals, they are helping to provide important

information that might prevent a politician from being a good public servant.  Many

journalists would argue that if they were not reporting on a candidate’s significant

errors, they would not be supplying enough information about the candidate to the
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public. 

 The final reason that feeding frenzies exist is that many in the press believe

that by participating, they are supplying the public with what it wants.  As television

and the internet has become more filled with gossip and information about public

figures’ personal lives, the perception is that for news programs to get ratings, they

must participate in this type of conversation about scandals.  With the attention that

many in the public pay to the Michael Jackson abuse trial, or to Martha Stewart’s brief

incarceration, a strong argument can be made that journalists are given reinforcement

that scandal, gossip, and the details of celebrity lives are what the public is yearning

for.   

The pack journalism mentality that leads to feeding frenzies has a number of

significant consequences, although not all of them are negative.  Sabato admits that in

some cases, regrettable government practices and questionable candidates have been

exposed due to the collective scandal coverage performed by many in the media. 

However, the tone and frequency of most contemporary feeding frenzies are

disturbing.  The same competitive pressures that lead to feeding frenzies also result in

lowest-common-denominator reporting where the quality of journalism decreases as

different outlets compete to be a part of the scandal.  In much the same way that

Alterman declares that pundits compete to see who can make the most devastating

predictions for the future of public officials, reporters in the mist of scandal coverage

compete to see who can uncover the most outrageous charge.  With the expansion of
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new media and the internet, this competition is increasing.  Another negative

consequence of feeding frenzies is the intrusion into the private lives of public figures. 

The lines between a politician’s personal and public life are always blurry, but scandal

coverage often leads to reports of personal issues that are not part of the ability of the

politician to do their job.  

The final consequence of scandal reporting is that politicians themselves

become much more guarded in their relations with the press.  The distrust of the media

has grown for politicians (and the public too, for that matter) and they spend far more

time now than ever in projecting the correct image to the press and the public.  Sabato

fears that candidates are so concerned about projecting their image that they restrict

access to the press.  This restriction is reinforced when candidates who are less

accessible are better able to communicate their message than accessible candidates. 

Sabato uses the example of the 1988 election between George H. W. Bush and Michael

Dukakis where Bush was the less open of the two candidates, but was better able to

spin his image and consequently win the election.  

Sabato criticizes reporters who participate in feeding frenzies by arguing that

“reporters have become inclined to ask narrowly drawn, unrevealing questions rather

than broad ones that assist voters in making their election day choices” (p. 150).  This

charge, along with many of his other charges associated with feeding frenzies, can

easily be applied to television pundits as well as reporters.  Pundits have the same

competitive pressures to be part of a burgeoning scandal and to make their own
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predictions as dramatic as possible, and their focus on gaffes and character issues also

limits the relevance of their commentaries.  While the potential exists for pundits to

participate in high-minded informative discussions, scandal coverage and competitive

pressures often lead instead to trivialized discourse and a pack mentality of repeating

conventional wisdom.

In addition to a pack mentality and the existence of competitive pressures, there

are a few other factors that can shape the dynamics of political discourse delivered by

pundits.  Larry Bartels (1988) describes how in a media-oriented system for winning

presidential primaries, candidates who win early primaries are able to generate

momentum, or “Big Mo.” Candidates achieve this momentum by magnifying their

early campaign successes and generating more favorable stories and more financial

contributions.  Momentum is something that Bartels claims is given by the media to

candidates they deem worthy of additional attention.  This often takes place for

candidates who surpass expectations in specific primaries or are “personally and

politically attractive” in the eyes of the media (p. 35).  Bartels emphasizes how

expectations have an enormous influence on media coverage, much in the way that

existing narratives play a role for Jamieson and Waldman.  A candidate who beats

expectations, even if those expectations were set by members of the media, becomes a

surprise and consequently would receive more coverage than those who did not meet

expectations.  

While Bartels describes momentum mostly in regards to primary campaigns,
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the same concept can be applied to other elements of politics and other parts of the

campaign.  Certainly candidates who have received their party’s nomination and are

competing in the general election campaign are able to receive “Big Mo” when polls

suggest they are doing well or they fair better in a debate than expected.  In fact, a

study conducted by the Center for Media and Public Affairs [CMPA] in 2004 suggests

that there was a clear momentum shift during the election campaign that year.  Their

content analysis of the coverage of the nightly news broadcasts showed that prior to

the first debate between John Kerry and George Bush on September 30, 83 percent of

the evaluations of Bush were positive and 83 percent of evaluations about Kerry were

negative.  However, following the first debate, Kerry’s coverage rose to 71 percent

positive and Bush’s coverage declined to only 58 percent positive.  Perhaps the reason

for this shift in coverage was the better-than-expected performance of John Kerry in

the first debate.  Regardless of why it happened, the analysis by the CMPA is evidence

of a momentum shift during the campaign toward Kerry around the time of the first

debate.  While the CMPA study and Bartels’ argument are explaining news reporting

and not pundit commentaries, it would seem reasonable to suggest that pundits would

also be subject to changing momentum and are likely to be more positive about

candidates who are getting positive coverage from other media outlets at the same

time.  

There is one final potential influence worth mentioning that might color the

comments made by television political pundits.  That is the fact that politicians
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themselves try to shape the coverage of their own campaign and the campaigns of their

opponents, and their attempts to shape the agenda can influence pundits as well as

reporters.  One study conducted by Flowers, Haynes, and Crespin (2003), considered

this phenomenon by examining the press releases submitted by various Republican

presidential candidates during the primary season of 1996.  They were interested in

seeing what types of messages were disseminated by the campaigns and how often

news stories were picked up by various news organizations.  National media

organizations, they determined, were more receptive to run stories about candidates

that were determined to be at the head of the field than candidates who were

“challengers” or “third tier” candidates.  State and local media had less of a prejudice

toward winning candidates and were more receptive to releases from all of the

candidates.  This study showed how campaigns use press releases and other methods to

influence media coverage and the position of the candidate in comparison to the rest of

the field  influenced the likelihood that a particular message will get reported on, at

least by the national media.  So while reporters and pundits are responding to and

considering factors such as momentum, expectations, and pre-existing narratives, the

candidates themselves are participating in influencing communications for their favor. 

Journalists and pundits are not entirely outside observers who comment from remote

locations beyond the influence of political actors, but are also the recipient of messages

directed toward them to impact their roles as molders of conventional wisdom.
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Content Analysis and the Role of Debates

For three major reasons, presidential debates are an ideal event to consider the

trends that commentators follow.  First, presidential debates are unique moments in

American campaigns.  They are the only time during a campaign that the major

candidates stand next to each other and answer the same questions about substantive

issues.  Second, debates provide opportunities for voters to learn information about the

positions of the candidates that are not always available in other forms.  Unlike

convention speeches or political rallies, debates are delivered in a “head-to-head

fashion that invites comparison and contrast” (Jamieson, 2000, p. 163).  Commentators

like to assign a winner and a loser to debates, and the conditions are identical for all

participants so that comparisons can be made in a relatively controlled environment. 

Third, presidential debates command the largest audiences of all campaign events.  The

first 2004 debate between Bush and Kerry was seen by an estimated 62.5 million

people (Rutenberg, 2004).  Because so many people watch these debates, they are

memorable and influential benchmarks of the larger campaign.      

Other events that take place during a campaign are not as well-suited for this

type of investigation.  Political conventions, for example, do not take place at the same

period of time during a campaign, and no other situation places the candidates in

identical circumstances. Debates force evaluators to consider all the candidates at once

and are stand-alone events that are anticipated long before they happen.  Post-debate
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discussions are usually very focused on the debate performances rather than the whims

of whatever subject pundits wish to emphasize at that given moment.  Also, the days

following a debate generally feature specific discussion about the event that can easily

be distinguished from all other events.    

To pursue an organized study of pundit conversations, I chose to use a

quantitative method of content analysis in order to systematically approach the

dynamics of pundit discussions over a compressed period of time.  One of the main

uses of content analysis is to “describe trends in communication content and patters of

communication” (Stroman & Jones, 1998, pp. 272-273).  A clear, valid method of

analyzing the speech of television pundits allows for reliable and accurate comparisons

of statements over the course of the six days following the first 2004 presidential

debate.  By using a quantitative method, the study will avoid impressionistic opinions

of trends and instead offer statistical information to add to scholarly research on the

topic.  In the next chapter, I define the specific methodology undertaken for this study

and the definitions of the concepts that were central to the investigation of the

discussions of television pundits.   
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Chapter 4.  Methodology

In order to investigate the dynamics of television pundits, I used a systematic

method of content analysis that focused on the discussions following the first

presidential debate between George W. Bush and John Kerry that took place on

September 30, 2004.  I examined the transcripts of television programs from six

television networks that aired during the hours immediately after the debate and during

the next five days.  To operationalize the trends of the themes and opinions expressed

by pundits, coders recorded characteristics of each of the relevant sentences within the

programs.  Five dependent variables and seven independent variables were assigned to

each relevant sentence.  By comparing these variables over the six day period and

between the networks and types of pundits, I was able to consider trends of pundit

discussions relating to this specific political event.  

        If the results from this study suggest that the discussions of television pundits

were similar across different television networks, we would have quantitative evidence

that the factors discussed in the last chapter which can shape the dynamics of pundit

discussions are real and measurable.  Additionally, if trends emerge as to the moments

and elements of the debate that become the focal points of pundit discussions, then the

evidence would support the existence of a singular “political discourse” that emerges

out of a collection of discussions across television networks that reflect and relate to

each other.      
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Prior to the investigation, I formulated a number of hypotheses to be tested

using the content analysis data in order to examine the theories of pundit dynamics and

patterns.  These were made up of  two primary hypotheses and a number of more

specific hypotheses that will be discussed later.  The two primary hypotheses were as

follows:

H1. A variation exists among pundits on different television networks during the hours

immediately following the debate as to their opinions of how the candidates performed.

H2. The opinions and themes expressed by pundits in the post-debate discussions over

the six day period will converge and discernible patterns will emerge across the

television networks. 

This quantitative data allow us to consider if the opinions of how Bush and Kerry

performed in the debate changed over time and if specific themes became much more

prominent in the pundits’ discussion then they were immediately following the debate. 

Also, the inclusion of six different networks allows for comparisons to be made across

the networks to see if there was a diversity in opinions or if the pundits on various

stations expressed similar points of view.  These two primary hypotheses considered

whether the opinions expressed by pundits immediately after the debate differed or

were uniform across different channels and then if those opinions converged into a
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conventional wisdom over the next five days. 

Data

The data were collected by a method of content analysis using the sentence as

the unit of analysis.  Transcripts for specific television programs were retrieved using

the LexisNexus online database for six television networks: CNN, NBC, CBS, and

ABC, MSNBC, and Fox News.  For the evening of the debate, all programs that aired

in the hours immediately following the debate were included in the study.  For the five

days following the debate, programs were included if they were primarily discussion-

based and if the bulk of the discussion on the show was typically about politics. 

Examples of these shows would be CNN’s Crossfire, CBS’ Face the Nation, and

MSNBC’s Hardball (for a list of exact shows included, see Appendix A).  However,

shows like NBC’s Today Show, Fox News’ On the Record with Greta Van Susteren

and the broadcast networks’ nightly newscasts were not incorporated because they

frequently included stories that were not about politics or because their discussion was

not dominated by political pundits but rather reporters or non-political pundits.  Also,

shows that aired on the sixth day of consideration, Tuesday, October 5, but aired late in

the day right before that night’s vice presidential debate were not included in the

analysis.  Three shows that aired that day starting at 6:00 p.m. or before were included. 

Overall, 42 shows were integrated into the study.  
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Once the transcripts were collected, each program was examined sentence by

sentence, and any relevant sentences were coded.  Sentences were coded if they

involved discussion of the first debate, either candidate’s performance, issues directly

discussed in the debate, or assessments of the overall presidential campaign that

included a specific mention of the first debate.  Sentences that were either not about the

presidential race, or not directly related to the first debate were not coded and were

excluded from the study.  This meant that sentences about the vice presidential debate

of October 5 were not included unless there was a direct mention of the first

presidential debate in the same sentence.  It also meant that discussions about the war

in Iraq that was occurring at the time of the debate, but were not directly tied to

statements made by the candidates during the debate, were excluded from the coding.

Sentences were also excluded if they were part of a taped-replayed clip, such as

a clip from the debate of a statement made by one of the candidates, or if they were

part of a news interlude and were delivered by an announcer and not a commentator. 

Not including these sentences meant that the only sentences incorporated into the study

would be from pundits and partisans making evaluative judgements about the

particular debate and the candidates’ performances.

Independent Variables

Seven independent variables were recorded for each relevant sentence from the
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transcripts.  These variables included the date, channel, name of the television program

(program), the name of the person making each statement (speaker), whether the

sentence was stated by a “pundit” or “non-pundit” (pundit), whether the sentence was

stated by a typical “voter” as opposed to a television personality or campaign partisan

(voter), and the ideological bias of the person speaking if such a bias was well-known

(ideology).  The definitions of most of these variables are straightforward, but I will

explain the specific rules used for determining the last three independent variables. 

For the variable called pundit, each person speaking was categorized as either a

“pundit” or “non-pundit.”  A broad view of pundits was utilized for this project and

included any person who was portrayed as an authority and was on television in order

to give their opinions on the debate.  There were only two groups of individuals

appearing on these programs who were considered “non-pundits.”  The first group was

made up of people who had worked for one of the campaigns or were clearly on

television in order to promote a particular candidate.  This group would include

campaign advisors or political officials who were introduced as being deferential to

one candidate.  The second group of people that figured into the “non-pundit” category

were individuals who were announced as a typical or average voter.  These people

were usually referred to as an example of an undecided voter.  While these “typical”

voters were on television in order to give their opinions, they were not considered

pundits because they were not portrayed as an authority by the hosts and producers of

the television shows.  Instead, these typical voters were usually on air to give examples
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of an everyman citizen who does not have privileged insight into the political process. 

Statements made by these individuals were recorded as being made by a non-pundit

and then were recorded as a “yes” to the variable called voter in order to distinguish

their statements from those made by biased partisans who were on air for other

purposes.

The final independent variable assigned to each statement was the ideological

bias (ideology) of the person speaking.  Every speaker was assigned an ideology of

either being a “Republican,” a “Democrat,” or “impartial.”  For “non-pundits” who

were on these shows to promote a particular campaign, making a determination about

their ideology was easy.  A person was assigned a “Republican” label if they were

introduced as a representative of Bush’s campaign or a “Democrat” label if they were

introduced as a representative of Kerry’s campaign.  For all other speakers, especially

pundits, their ideology was labeled “impartial” if there was not a well-known and

widely accepted association for that person.  Most pundits would fall into this impartial

category.  However, many public figures such as Sean Hannity and Bob Novak have a

long-standing association with conservative politicians and are more likely to support

George Bush during the election.  Other people such as Al Franken or Margaret

Carlson have similar associations with liberal politicians and are easily labeled as

favoring Democratic candidates.  This study was not interested in uncovering any sort

of ideological bias within pundits or the media, so unless there was an obvious political

association to be recorded, a person speaking was considered impartial even if some
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critics might claim that an individual’s hidden agenda is to favor one side or the other

(for a complete list of speakers, their status as a pundit or non-pundit, and their

assigned ideology, see Appendix B).

Dependent Variables

Each sentence was also coded for five dependent variables.  The first two

dependent variables included a record of whether the sentence included a positive,

neutral, or negative assessment of Bush’s performance during the debate (bushperf)

and whether the sentence included a positive, neutral, or negative assessment of

Kerry’s performance during the debate (kerryper).  For these two variables, sentences

were considered positive if the comment included a favorable assessment of the

candidate’s performance, message, or campaigning in relation to the debate.  Examples

of these types of sentences would be, “I think John Kerry put in a good performance,”

“Riding a post-debate wave that’s lifted him in the polls, Senator John Kerry appeared

to have new life,” or, “The president was clear again in the debate.”  Negative

statements would have an unfavorable assessment and might include ones such as,

“Kerry has a reputation for being arrogant and pompous, and he just showed that right

here,” or, “I think George Bush didn’t have a very good night.”  Statements that did

not have a positive or negative assessment of a candidate, but did make reference to

one or more of the candidates, were recorded as neutral.  These statements would
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include examples such as, “Kerry and Bush stood next to each other and shook hands

after the debate,” and, “After the debate Kerry left to move onto more campaigning.” 

Statements that included polling data were coded positively for the person who

benefitted from the mention of that specific statement and negatively for the person

who was assessed unfavorably.    

        The coding scheme allowed for the possibility that the same sentence could

include an assessment of John Kerry and also an assessment of George Bush.  For

example, a sentence such as “he [Kerry] was on offense all evening and necessarily,

George Bush seemed reactive and playing defense on his policy on Iraq” would be

recorded both as a positive statement about Kerry’s performance and a negative

statement of Bush’s performance.  The intent behind each statement was also

considered as part of the coding.  That meant that if the statement did not have an

explicit directional assessment, but the meaning of the statement was clear, it was

given a positive or negative coding.  For example, a statement such as, “George Bush

at one point said that Iraq had invaded the United States of America” was obviously

stated to be a criticism of Bush by attributing a false claim to his performance even if

the statement did not explicitly include such a criticism.  

The next two dependent variables were related to the concept of decisive

moments as discussed in the previous chapter.  Coming out of the first debate, there

were two major elements that became centerpieces of discussions about the debate and

were likely the moments that would define the historical memory of the event.  The
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first element was the physical appearance and facial expressions of George Bush. 

Many commentators declared that Bush looked frustrated and as if he did not want to

participate in the debate, and that these physical elements of Bush’s performance hurt

his overall image.  As noted earlier, this perception was aided by Democratic attacks of

Bush’s performance after the debate.  The second element was John Kerry’s use of the

term “global test” during the debate.  Republicans claimed that Kerry was suggesting

that American foreign-policy decisions should be up to international vetoes by allied

countries while Kerry supporters argued that Kerry was implying that American

presidents should be able to defend their decisions to the world community and that he

would not cede decisions to foreign leaders.  The meaning behind the term “global

test” became another central topic of post-debate assessments.  

In order to record the trends and amount of discussion that included these two

potential historical moments from the debate, dependent variables were assigned to

each sentence in the study as to whether the sentence included a reference to Bush’s

physical appearance and expressions (bushexpr), and whether the sentence included a

reference to Kerry’s use of the term “global test” (globtest).  Examples of sentences

that referred to Bush’s appearance would be, “Bush looked irritated tonight because he

was not used to hostile audiences,” or, “Democrats are making a big deal of Bush’s

facial expressions during the debate.”  Examples of sentences that referred to the term

“global test” would be sentences such as, “Republicans are attacking Kerry’s use of the

phrase ‘global test’ saying he would give veto powers to other countries,” or, “The
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attacks about this term are unfounded because they are taking the phrase completely

out of context.”  Coders assigned a “yes” or “no” decision to each sentence for both of

these variables depending on whether or not the statement included an implicit or

explicit reference to either of the two themes.  

The final dependent variable related to the common complaint that too much of

the media coverage of elections is about polls and the horse race aspect.  Within this

study, each statement was given one of four possible options for this variable (poll).  If

the statement did not include any reference to a poll, the sentence was assigned as

having “no poll reference.”  If the statement did make a reference to a campaign poll of

any kind, then another determination was made as to which of the candidates

benefitted from the mention of that poll.  A statement referring to a poll that was

mentioned in order to suggest a benefit for Kerry was assigned a code of “poll favoring

Kerry” while a statement about a poll supporting Bush was assigned a code of “poll

favoring Bush.”  If a poll was mentioned but was stated to suggest either a tie between

the candidates, or there was no determination made that the poll was favoring either

candidate, the statement was assigned a code of “poll tied/no clear leader.”  

It is important to point out that for these statements made involving polls, the

coding was not done solely on who was leading any given poll, but rather who

benefitted from the mentioning of the poll.  For example, most polls prior to the debate

showed Bush leading the race by a small margin.  However, a number of post-debate

polls showed that Kerry had pulled even with Bush in the overall race and that the two
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candidates were within the margin of error.  If a speaker pointed out this fact, even if

the polls cited showed a “tie,” we coded their statement as benefitting Kerry because

the reason for mentioning the poll was to illustrate that Kerry had gained momentum. 

As was true with the directional assessments, the coders made judgements about the

intent of the speaker who was mentioning a poll as opposed to solely recording who

was winning a poll at any given moment.  Also, if a poll cited Bush or Kerry’s

approval ratings and was included in order to show that he had gained (or not gained)

support, that statement was considered a poll reference even though it did not include a

horse race poll between the candidates.  Some poll references, such as approval ratings,

only applied to one candidate and were coded as leaning toward  the candidate who

benefitted from the mentioning of that poll.  For example, if a poll was mentioned to

show that Bush’s approval rating was declining, that benefitted Kerry and was

recorded as such.   A poll that was referred to in order to show that Kerry did not have

great support for his ability to handle the War on Terror was coded as benefitting Bush. 

As mentioned earlier, all statements that included a poll reference were also coded for

directional assessments for the candidates referred to as well.  

Tests of Intercoder Reliability

In order to test the accuracy of the coding scheme, we conducted tests of

intercoder reliability using transcripts of 6 out of the 42 television programs (N =
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1349).  Three coders took part in the testing.  For the dependent variables, the Pearson

correlation scores were all acceptable at a sufficient level of .90 or greater.  The

Pearson correlation score for the directional assessments of Kerry’s performance

(kerryper) was .916 (p < .01) and for directional assessments of Bush’s performance

(bushperf) was .911 (p < .01).  The correlation score of the variable referencing

Kerry’s phrase “global test” (globtest) was .960 (p < .01), and for references to Bush’s

physical appearance during the debate (bushexpr) the score was .917 (p < .01). 

Finally, the correlation score for the variable tracking poll references (poll) was .922 (p

< .01).  When there were discrepancies between the various coders about specific

sentences, we discussed those differences and came to an agreement based on the

guidelines for coding laid out at the outset of the project.  The data included in the

study came primarily from the coding performed by the principle investigator of the

project, while the intercoder testing was used to assure the validity of the overall

coding scheme.     

Further Hypotheses

In addition to the two major hypotheses listed at the beginning of this chapter

(H1 and H2), I constructed additional hypotheses that could be tested using the same

set of content analysis data.  These secondary hypotheses examined further elements of

pundit discussions on top of the major themes and patterns encompassed by the two
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primary hypotheses.  The third and fourth hypotheses involved the growth of the

discussions relating to the historical moments and the potential impact of the

communications coming from the campaigns on overall television discourse.  They

were as follows:

H3. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of

the term “global test” made by pundits will increase each subsequent day over the six

day period.

H4. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of

the term “global test” made by pundits will be higher on shows airing after Friday,

October 1, than shows airing before.

These hypotheses related to Jamieson and Waldman’s (2003) claim that particular

moments are remembered and repeated from debates.  If these two elements were the

central historical moments that emerged from this particular debate, than it follows that

pundits would be more likely to refer to those moments as time passes as the pundits

respond to and reflect conventional wisdom formed around these elements. 

Hypothesis four involved the potential impact of the campaigns on pundit discussions. 

The Bush campaign emailed their supporters on the night of Friday, October 1, with a

message that noted Kerry’s use of the term “global test,” and earlier that day, the
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Democratic National Committee posted a video on its web site highlighting Bush’s

expressions during the debate.  If the campaigns were able to have an impact on the

overall political discourse, than the discussions of television commentators would

follow their lead and include more of the elements that the campaigns were promoting

beginning on Friday.

The next two hypotheses regarded the potential differences between “pundits”

and “non-pundits.”  These hypotheses examined whether the nature of statements made

by pundit observers were different from those who have a vested interest in the

outcome of the election.  Also, these hypotheses tested the differences between

discussions conducted by people with different ideological bases.  

H5. Speakers with a recorded ideological bias will be more positive about their own

candidate and more negative about the opposing candidate than impartial speakers

and speakers with the opposing bias.

H6. Republicans will make more references to Kerry’s term “global test” than

Democrats and Democrats will make more references to Bush’s appearance than

Republicans.

Hypotheses seven and eight involved the growth of new media and the possible

differences between pundit discussions on broadcast channels compared to cable
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channels.  As Davis and Owen (1998) suggest, the increase in new media allows for

more opportunities for pundit discussions, but also increases the competition between

media outlets and changes the nature of political discussions.  For this study, I

hypothesized that the discussion on cable channels (CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News)

will be more combative and the opinions expressed will be more extreme than the

opinions expressed on the more traditional broadcast channels (ABC, NBC, and CBS). 

Furthermore, the case of the cable channel Fox News created another factor to

consider.  Fox News has a reputation for delivering more conservative opinions and

this study was able to look into whether the discussion on the channel during this time

period was slanted in a direction favoring Bush.  The two hypotheses included in this

study regarding the differences between cable channels and broadcast channels were:

H7. The discussions on the cable channels will feature higher percentages of positive

and negative comments about each candidate and fewer neutral statements than the

broadcast channels.

H8. The total statements made on Fox News will be more supportive of George Bush

and less supportive of John Kerry than the statements made on any other individual

channel. 

The final two hypotheses involved the dependent variable which recorded references to
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polling data and relate to the complaint by Patterson (1994) that the media relies too

heavily on polls and horse race data.  While non-pundits who are campaign partisans

are likely to refer to polls when such statistical information benefits their candidate, the

complaint that Patterson has about reporters and pundits leads us to hypothesize that

pundits would be more likely to refer to any poll information than other speakers on

television.  The last two hypotheses in this study considered the inclusion of polling

information in television discussions on these types of pundit programs.

H9. Pundits will make statements with references to polls more often than non-pundits. 

H10. All networks will contain a significant amount of references to polls as part of

their campaign and debate coverage.  

The hypotheses tested as part of this study did not examine the impact of pundit

discussions but rather investigated the punditry as an institution.  However, because we

know that pundits play an important role in television media in general, the dynamics

of their discussions and the trends of their speech will impact many elements of public

opinion and trends in election coverage overall.  This systematic content analysis

approach enabled us to view patterns of political speech to determine if conventional

wisdom emerges out of political discourse on TV.  If pundits are perceptive observers

with unique political insight, it would be unlikely that their comments would be
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subject to the ebb and flow of overall political discussion.  However, if pundits are

subject to external factors and the winds of public opinion that evolve and reinforce

over time, observable patterns would emerge within a quantitative evaluation. 

Having outlined the rules and variables that were set up to perform the coding

for this study, the following chapter will give a detailed description of the results and

how the cross-tabulations of those results relate to each of the ten hypotheses that were

incorporated into the study.
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Chapter 5.  Results

The main purpose of this investigation was to measure the patterns of

discussions by political pundits in the six day period after the first 2004 presidential

debate.  In this chapter I report the results of the content analysis data collected for this

study and the cross-tabulations that were conducted in order to test the various

hypotheses.  Both the tone and topics of the discussions were considered by coding

each relevant sentence for directional assessments of both candidate’s performance and

for the two elements of the debate that became prominent topics of discussion: Bush’s

physical appearance during the debate which many stated made him looked irritated

and impatient, and Kerry’s use of the term “global test” in discussing his vision of

foreign policy which allowed some people to call his ability to lead into question.  I

begin by laying out the total frequencies for all the sentences recorded as part of the

study and then proceed to analyze the relevant cases that apply to each subsequent

hypothesis.    

Total Frequencies

In total, 8,307 sentences were included in the analysis.  This number includes

statements made by pundits and non-pundits alike.  Thirty-three percent of the total

sentences were on programs that aired on the cable channel CNN, while 28.2 percent

of the sentences were from Fox News and 23.2 percent were from MSNBC (for total
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frequencies of each of the variables, see Appendixes A, B, and D).  The three

broadcast networks, ABC, CBS, and NBC, had far fewer shows during this time period

and therefore none of those networks made up more than 7 percent of the total

sentences recorded.  Because of the discrepancy between the cable and broadcast

networks as to the number of programs that qualified as part of this study, I grouped

many of the results into two categories in order to make more accurate comparisons.  

By far, the days with the largest number of sentences that involved the

presidential debate occurred on the day of the debate, Thursday, and the following day. 

More than half of the total statements counted in the study occurred on those first two

days.  Less than 2 percent of the statements were delivered on Tuesday, October 5, the

final day of the study which was also the day of the vice presidential debate.  Of all the

statements recorded, 74 percent were made by people considered pundits while 26

percent were made by non-pundits.  Only one person was coded as a pundit on one

occasion and a non-pundit on another which was Republican strategist Mike Murphy

(see Appendix B note).  All other individuals were always either pundits or non-

pundits.  Only 2.2 percent of the total statements were made by individuals introduced

as average or typical voters.  For the known ideology of individual speakers, 46.7

percent of all statements were made by people coded as impartial while 32.7 percent

were made by people coded as Republican and 20.6 percent by those coded Democrat. 

The two shows that featured the most statements during the study, because they aired

on multiple days, were MSNBC’s Hardball and Fox News’ Hannity & Colmes.  No
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other program made up of more than ten percent of the total number of statements.

For the dependent variables, 69.9 percent of the total statements recorded

included a reference to Kerry’s debate performance (5,804 statements) while 70.9

percent included a reference to Bush’s debate performance (5,893 statements).  Of

those statements which mentioned Kerry, 37.5 percent were positive, 26.9 percent

were neutral, and 35.6 percent were negative.  Of the statements about Bush, 28.1

percent were positive, 25.1 percent were neutral, and 46.7 percent were negative. 

While it might be enticing to make direct comparisons between the percentages of

statements of Kerry and Bush in order to make larger assessments of their campaign

performance, it is important to remember that these televised discussions occurred

during a longer campaign and events that took place before this period would likely

have contributed to the tone of discussions.  The conclusions drawn from this study

will be made mostly from looking at trends within each variable rather than comparing

across variables because there was no way to control influences between the variables

such as prior events, polls, or pre-existing assumptions about the candidates.

As for the other dependent variables, 4 percent of all statements involving

Kerry, 2.8 percent of all statements, included a reference to his use of the term “global

test” during the debate.  Of the statements regarding Bush, 5.3 percent referred to his

physical appearance during the debate which translated to 3.8 percent of all the

statements made.  Finally, 11 percent of the total statements included a reference to

polling data of some kind with 40.1 percent of those statements mentioning polls
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benefitting Kerry, 28.2 percent mentioning polls benefitting Bush, and 31.7 percent

mentioning polls that were not clearly benefitting either candidate.             

Pundit Discussions Over Time

Having formulated ten hypotheses in Chapter 4, I performed cross-tabulations

of the analysis data to test each of those hypotheses individually.  The first two

hypotheses were the most central to the study and involved only comments made by

pundits on the 42 programs.  The first hypothesis aimed at comparing the statements

made by pundits immediately following the debate across the six networks on

September 30.  To review, the hypothesis stated:

H1. A variation exists among pundits on different television networks during the hours

immediately following the debate as to their opinions of how the candidates performed.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the number and percentages of directional statements made by

pundits on the evening of September 30 as to the performances of Kerry and Bush in

the first debate, excluding all neutral sentences.   
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Table 5.1
Directional Assessments of Kerry’s Performance Made by Pundits on 9/30/2004

Network

Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 107 (65.2%) 57 (34.8%) 164

CBS 32 (72.7%) 12 (27.3%) 44

NBC 19 (52.8%) 17 (47.2%) 36

CNN 70 (53.4%) 61 (46.6%) 131

Fox News 41 (32.3%) 86 (67.7%) 127

MSNBC 115 (49.4%) 118 (50.6%) 233

Total 384 (52.2%) 351 (47.8%) 735

P²(5, N = 735) = 39.65, p < .01 

Table 5.2
Directional Assessments of Bush’s Performance Made by Pundits on 9/30/2004

Network

Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 83 (47.4%) 92 (52.6%) 175

CBS 24 (50.0%) 24 (50.0%) 48

NBC 19 (42.2%) 26 (57.8%) 45

CNN 54 (47.0%) 61 (53.0%) 115

Fox News 34 (52.3%) 31 (47.7%) 65

MSNBC 89 (39.7%) 135 (60.3%) 224

Total 303 (45.1%) 369 (54.9%) 672

P²(5, N = 672) = 5.13, p = .40 
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For hypothesis one to be supported, there would need to be statistically significant

differences on the percentages of directional statements for each candidate.  The two

tables show different results in that regard.  For directional statements about Kerry’s

performance, there were statistically different percentages of positive and negative

statements across the networks.  Four of the six networks had more than half of the

directional statements as positive for Kerry.  Fox News had only about a third of

directional statements as positive and MSNBC had almost the same amount of positive

statements made by pundits as negative.  CBS had the highest percentage of positive

statements by pundits at 72.7 percent.  Table 5.1 suggests that as for pundit statements

made about Kerry right after the debate, there was a variation of opinions about his

performance across networks.  Four of the networks gave him more positive

assessments than negative with the exceptions of Fox News and MSNBC.  

The discussion of Bush’s performance was much less varied.  The range of

percentages for positive assessments was from 39.7 percent on MSNBC to 52.3

percent on Fox News.  While this is a 12.6 percent difference, the chi-square test (p. =

.40) tells us that the differences in the table were not statistically significant.  Therefore

we cannot say that a statistically significant variation exists among the networks.  In

fact, unlike the assessments of Kerry, five of the six networks had between 42 percent

and 53 percent positive statements about Bush.  Consequently, hypothesis one is

supported in regards to discussions of Kerry’s performance, but not supported in

regards to discussions of Bush.  Table 5.2 indicates that, in fact, there was not a
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significant variation of discussions across the networks immediately following the

debate and that the assessments of Bush were fairly uniform across the networks.  This

is surprising considering that at this point, none of the pundits on any of the networks

had opportunities to speak with or watch other pundits on other forms of media.  It is

unclear whether this uniformity about Bush’s performance had to do with how pundits

perceive they should treat a sitting president or Bush’s actual performance.  Perhaps

the familiarity that pundits have with a sitting president encourages them to focus in on

similar points of his performances because of the expectations that have been built up

over his four years in office.  Whatever the motives of the pundits were, the evidence

here suggests that viewers switching between stations in the hours immediately after

the debate would have viewed pundits on different networks assessing Bush’s

performance using about the same percentages of positive statements.  

In addition to considering the tone of discussion of pundits immediately

following the debate, we should also consider the topics of conversations.  Tables 5.3

and 5.4 show the number and percentages of statements made about the candidates that

referenced either Kerry’s use of the term “global test” or Bush’s physical appearance

during the debate.  These tables include not only directional statements, but also

neutral statements so that all mentions of the candidates by pundits are factored in.  
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Table 5.3
Number of Statements Made by Pundits on 9/30/2004 Involving Kerry that

Referred to the Term “Global Test”

Network

Number of

Statements with

Reference (%)

Number of Statements

without Reference (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 0 (0%) 275 (100%) 275

CBS 0 (0%) 74 (100%) 74

NBC 0 (0%) 85 (100%) 85

CNN 0 (0%) 230 (100%) 230

Fox News 0 (0%) 148 (100%) 148

MSNBC 0 (0%) 385 (100%) 385

Total 0 (0%) 1211 (100%) 1197

No chi-square computed because variable is a constant.

As Table 5.3 indicates, not a single reference was made by a television pundit

about Kerry’s use of the term “global test” in the hours right after the debate.  The

closest reference came from CNN reporter John King who mentioned on one occasion

that the Bush campaign had argued that Kerry would cede too much power to the

international community in foreign affairs, but King stopped short of mentioning

Kerry’s term or even eluding directly to it.  The only individuals who did refer to

Kerry’s use of the term “global test” were two non-pundit partisans, William Weld

(Republican) and Joe Biden (Democrat), who were on the air as advocates for their

respective candidates.  Combined, they referred to the term seven times on CNN’s

Larry King Live and those were the only references to the term on any of the stations
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that evening.  Consequently, not a single television pundit, and less than one percent of

the total discussions by pundits and non-pundits, mentioned the term “global test” the

evening of the debate.  This is remarkable considering that the term became a more

significant topic of conversation in the subsequent days.  The important question that

follows from this finding is if Kerry’s use of the term “global test” was so important,

as some pundits and the Bush campaign claimed it was days later, why did not a single

television pundit mention it the night of the event?  Regardless of the answer, there

was tremendous uniformity across the networks in regards to the “global test” question

in that none of the pundits on any of the networks found it worth mentioning.   

As for references to Bush’s physical appearance noted in Table 5.4, there were

some small differences across the networks and those differences were approaching

statistical significance (p = .13).  Two networks, CBS and NBC, never mention his

appearance, while two networks, CNN and ABC, mentioned it more than 3 percent of

the time Bush was mentioned at all.  This means that there was some variation for

pundits across the networks as to whether Bush’s appearance was mentioned the night

of the debate, but those differences were minimal.  So, as was the case with Bush’s

directional assessments, the pundit commentaries on Bush immediately following the
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Table 5.4
Number of Statements Made by Pundits on 9/30/2004 Involving Bush that

Referred to His Physical Appearance During the Debate

Network

Number of

Statements with

Reference (%)

Number of Statements

without Reference (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 9 (3.1%) 281 (96.9%) 290

CBS 0 (0%) 78 (100%) 78

NBC 0 (0%) 94 (100%) 94

CNN 8 (3.8%) 201 (96.2%) 209

Fox News 1 (1.2%) 83 (98.8%) 84

MSNBC 6 (1.7%) 348 (98.3%) 354

Total 24 (2.2%) 1085 (97.8%) 1109

P²(5, N = 1109) = 8.49, p = .13 

debate were rather similar across the various networks in that his facial expressions

and body language were not mentioned very often.  

The data here do not support the first hypothesis because there was not a

significant variation of pundit discussions across the networks on the night of the

debate.  There were differences in assessing how Kerry performed, and rather small

variations as to whether Bush’s appearance was worth noting, but there was uniformity

in assessing Bush’s performance and the fact that Kerry’s use of the term “global test”

was not mentioned by any pundits.  As a result, the data of this study suggest that there

was not a large variation of opinions expressed by pundits across different networks in

the hours immediately following the debate.  Consequently, we can determine that
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viewers would have witnessed relatively similar opinions expressed by pundits

regardless of which channel they chose to watch during the first few hours after the

debate.

The second major hypothesis of the study considered the topics of discussion

and the assessments of the two candidates on the day of the debate and the five days

that followed to see if the opinions expressed by pundits changed over time.

H2. The opinions and themes expressed by pundits in the post-debate discussions over

the six day period will converge and discernible patterns will emerge across the

television networks.

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the number and percentages of directional statements made by

pundits about Kerry during the six day period included in the study.  Because of the

differences of programming schedules among the cable networks and the broadcast

networks, I grouped the channels accordingly to allow for a more accurate comparison. 

The second hypothesis stated that the discussions of television pundits will converge

over time meaning that discernable patterns would emerge across the networks as to

the assessments of the two candidates and the themes that were discussed.  For the

pundit assessments of Kerry’s performance on the broadcast networks (Table 5.5), two 
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Table 5.5
Number of Positive Pundit Statements About Kerry’s Performance Over the Six
Day Period and Percentages of All Directional Assessments - Broadcast Networks

Net-

work

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² d

f

sig. N

ABC 107
(65.2%) -- --

50
(67.6%)

10
(52.6%) –

167
(65.0%) 1.50 2 .47 257

CBS 32
(72.7%) -- --

6
(54.5%) -- --

38
(69.1%) 1.36 1 .24 55

NBC 19
(52.8%) -- --

97
(65.1%) -- --

116
(62.7%) 1.88 1 .17 185

Total 158
(64.8%) -- --

153
(65.4%)

10
(52.6%) --

321
(64.6%) 1.26 2 .53 497

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network.

networks gave more positive assessments of Kerry on Sunday, October 3, than they did

on the night of the debate while one network, CBS, gave fewer positive assessments. 

However, none of the differences in this table were statistically significant, so we

cannot accurately declare any trends.  

However, for the cable networks (Table 5.6), the data for all three networks

was statistically significant at acceptable levels so we can search for more accurate

trends.  Looking over the six day period, we can see that CNN varied in its positive 

assessments of Kerry’s performance and no clear pattern is distinguishable.  From 
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Table 5.6
Number of Positive Pundit Statements About Kerry’s Performance Over the Six Day Period 

and Percentages of All Directional Assessments - Cable Networks

Network

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

CNN 70

(53.4%)

189

(49.2%)

68

(64.2%)

46

(51.1%)

66 

(62.3%)

14

(70.0%)

453

(54.1%) 13.23 5 .02 837

Fox News 41

(32.3%)

180

(37.4%)

16

(20.5%)

76

(46.1%)

81

(35.7%)

12

(42.9%)

406

(36.7%) 16.75 5 .01 1106

MSNBC 115

(49.4%)

240

(71.9%) -- --

59

(64.8%) --

414

(62.9%) 29.95 2 .00 658

Total 226

(46.0%)

609

(50.8%)

84

(45.7%)

122

(47.8%)

206

(48.6%)

26

(54.2%)

1273

(48.9%) 4.77 5 .44 2601

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, October 5.
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Thursday to Friday, the amount of positive assessments of Kerry on CNN declined

from 53.4 percent to 49.2 percent, and then the percentage of positive remarks

vacillated over the next four days.  

The percentage of positive assessments of Kerry’s performance on Fox News

also vacillated over the period studied.  There was a slight increase of positive remarks

from Thursday to Friday from 32.3 percent to 37.4 percent, but the level continued to

change without any clear pattern, although on no day did the level reach above 50

percent.  On all the days included in the study, Fox News consistently had fewer

positive pundit statements about Kerry than the other five networks, although no clear

linear trend was evident.

MSNBC had a large increase in the percentage of positive statements about

Kerry overnight from Thursday to Friday: a jump of 22.5 percent.  The statements on

MSNBC that aired three days later on Monday were positive 64.8 percent of the time,

a slight decrease from Friday.  A trend is evident on MSNBC that the discussions of

pundits on the night of the debate were far less supportive of Kerry than were the

shows that aired on the following Friday and Monday.

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the number and percentages of positive statements

made by pundits about Bush’s debate performance.  For the broadcast networks (Table

5.7), all three decreased the percentage of positive assessments stated about Bush’s

performance, although the numbers for ABC (p = .25) and NBC (p = .31) were not

statistically significant.  We can see from the total numbers for the three broadcast 
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networks combined that there was a downward trend for Bush’s assessments from

Thursday to Sunday, indicating that Bush appears to have been a victim of negative

momentum because pundits became more negative as time passed.  However, even

though the number of cases on these networks was large enough for us to count out

Table 5.7
Number of Positive Pundit Statements About Bush’s Performance Over the Six

Day Period and Percentages of All Directional Assessments - Broadcast Networks

Net-

work

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² d

f

sig. N

ABC 83
(47.4%) -- --

27
(38.0%)

4
(30.8%) –

114
(44.0%) 2.79 2 .25 259

CBS 24
(50.0%) -- --

1
(14.3%) -- --

25
(45.5%) 3.14 1 .08 55

NBC 19
(42.2%) -- --

72
(34.3%) -- --

91
(35.7%) 1.02 1 .31 255

Total 126
(47.0%) -- --

100
(34.7%)

4
(30.8%) --

230
(40.4%) 9.23 2 .01 569

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network.
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Table 5.8
Number of Positive Pundit Statements About Bush’s Performance Over the Six Day Period 

and Percentages of All Directional Assessments - Cable Networks

Network

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

CNN 54

(47.0%)

119

(31.9%)

36

(33.3%)

33

(31.4%)

39 

(34.5%)

5

(23.8%)

286

(34.3%) 10.59 5 .06 835

Fox

News

34

(52.3%)

159

(31.5%)

23

(56.1%)

51

(33.1%)

78

(44.6%)

25

(65.8%)

370

(37.8%) 37.72 5 .00 978

MSNBC 89

(39.7%)

118

(27.3%) -- --

27

(22.3%) --

234

(30.1%) 14.95 2 .00 777

Total 177

(43.8%)

396

(30.2%)

59

(39.6%)

84

(32.4%)

144

(35.2%)

30

(50.8%)

890

(34.4%) 35.39 5 .00 2590

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, October 5.
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sample size as a factor, we are not able to make statistically significant judgements

among the three broadcast networks due to the low chi-square scores.  

The cable networks (Table 5.8) do show a clearer pattern of negative

momentum for Bush as the six day period progressed.  All three cable channels

decreased the percentage of positive statements about Bush’s performance more than

10 percentage points from Thursday to Friday.  For both CNN and MSNBC, the

percentage of positive assessments of Bush never came within 10 percentage points of

the original level of commentary on the night of the debate.  Fox News did have two

days, Saturday and Tuesday, that raised above the original night’s level, but the other

days were below the 52.3 percent level that was stated on the first night.  From these

three cable channels, we can see that there was a significant trend of decline in

assessments of Bush over the six day period with the exception of the two days on Fox

News.  This table suggests that the conventional wisdom about Bush’s performance

did shift in a downward fashion from the initial assessments the night of the debate,

which were 43.8 percent positive on the cable channels, to below 40 percent for each

of the next four days.  There was a slight tick upwards on the last day of the study to

50.8 percent positive, but this might be explained because most of the statements made

that day came from pundits appearing on Fox News.  While there was no evident trend

in conventional wisdom about Kerry’s performance, the pattern regarding pundit

assessments of Bush’s performance was much more clear.  

Hypothesis two related to the next two hypotheses in that they all involved the
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pattern of discussions over the six day period and how often the potential historical

moments from the debate were mentioned by pundits.  Hypotheses three and four were

as follows: 

H3. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of

the term “global test” made by pundits will increase each subsequent day over the six

day period.

H4. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of

the term “global test” made by pundits will be higher on shows airing after Friday,

October 1, than shows airing before.

In order to test these hypotheses and continue examining hypothesis two, I broke down

the percentages of references on each network by pundits of the two major elements of

the debate, Kerry’s use of “global test” and Bush’s physical appearance.  Table 5.9

expresses how often “global test” was referenced over the period of the study.

As mentioned earlier, not a single pundit mentioned “global test” on the night

of the debate.  On the three broadcast networks, the term was hardly referenced at all

except for four total references on ABC and NBC on Sunday.  In looking for patterns,
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Table 5.9
Number of Statements Made by Pundits Over the Six Day Period 

Involving Kerry that Referred to the Term “Global Test”

Network

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

ABC 0 

(0%)

-- -- 2

(2.2%)

0 

(0%)

-- 2

(0.5%)

6.61 2 .04 390

CBS 0 

(0%)

-- -- 0 

(0%)

-- -- 0 

(0%)

-- - -- 90

NBC 0

 (0%)

– -- 2

(1.1%)

-- -- 2

(0.7%)

0.92 1 .34 271

CNN 0

 (0%)

3

(0.5%)

12

(7.8%)

23 

(15.5%)

7  

(5.0%)

0 

(0%)

45

(3.4%)

102.5 5 .00 1327

Fox News 0 

(0%)

11

(1.8%)

8

(8.9%)

8

(3.9%)

34

(11.8%)

0 

(0%)

61

(4.5%)

59.01 5 .00 1370

MSNBC 0

 (0%)

1

(0.2%)

-- -- 7

(4.5%)

-- 8 

(0.8%)

33.21 2 .00 1043

Total 0 

(0%)

15

(0.9%)

20

(8.2%)

35

(5.4%)

48

(7.9%)

0 

(0%)

118

(2.6%) 170.4 5 .00 4491

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, October 5.
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we can say that the term was never very much of a topic of discussion for television

pundits on the broadcast networks except for a rare mention on two of the networks

three days after the debate.

On the cable channels, another pattern emerges.  On the day following the

debate, the term was mentioned on all three cable channels, but less than 2 percent of

the time Kerry’s debate performance was mentioned.  However, by the weekend shows

on Fox News and CNN, the topic became much more prominent.  On the CNN shows

of Saturday and Sunday, pundits discussing Kerry in the debate referred to the term

“global test” 11.6 percent of the time.  For shows on Fox News on Saturday, Sunday,

and Monday, “global test” was referred to 8.6 percent of the time that Kerry’s debate

performance was cited.  On the Monday shows of MSNBC, the topic was discussed

fewer times, 4.5 percent, but still a significantly higher percentage than on the night of

the debate or even the following day.  Using these data to test hypothesis three, we can

determine that on the cable channels, there was a pattern involving the phrase “global

test.”  The term was rarely mentioned by any pundit on Thursday and Friday, but

became much more prominent by the weekend for Fox News and CNN, and Monday

for MSNBC.  

Hypothesis three stated that the amount of discussion of the topic for all the

stations combined would increase each day.  While a perfect pattern was not evident,

we can see that the topic did increase generally over the days only to disappear entirely

on Tuesday, the last day of consideration.  The phrase went from hardly being
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mentioned at all on Thursday and Friday, to being mentioned a fair amount on

Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, back to being ignored on Tuesday.  This pattern is not

a positive linear relationship, but informs us that the topic did increase in interest

through the weekend only to get discarded on the final day of the study which

coincided to the next debate of the campaign.

Because of the Bush campaign email that was sent out on Friday evening that

included a reference to Kerry’s “global test” reference, hypothesis four stated that the

Republican desire to make this topic more prominent would influence pundits and that

after Friday, the phrase “global test” would be mentioned more often.  Table 5.9 shows

this general trend to be true, but to be more specific, I divided the statements into two

categories with statements on Thursday and Friday in one group and all the other

statements in another.  For all of the Kerry debate references by pundits that took place

on Thursday or Friday, only 0.5 percent of them referred to his use of this phrase,

while 6.6 percent of pundit references that took place on Saturday or after mentioned

it.  The difference was statistically significant,  P²(1, N = 4419) = 145.95, p < .01. 

While we cannot determine a cause and effect relationship from these data as to

whether the Bush campaign email lead pundits to talk about Kerry’s words more, from

a time standpoint, we can see that there is a correlation between their email and an

increase in discussion.
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Table 5.10
Number of Statements Made by Pundits Over the Six Day Period 

Involving Bush that Referred to His Physical Appearance During the Debate

Network

Thu

9/30

Fri

10/1

Sat

10/2

Sun

10/3

Mon

10/4

Tue

10/5 Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

ABC 9 

(3.1%)

-- -- 4

(4.7%)

0 

(0%)

-- 13

(3.3%)

1.18 2 .55 395

CBS 0 

(0%)

-- -- 0 

(0%)

-- -- 0 

(0%)

-- - -- 91

NBC 0

 (0%)

– -- 27

(10.8%)

-- -- 27

(7.8%)

11.02 1 .00 344

CNN 8

(3.8%)

44

(7.3%)

15

(9.8%)

9

 (5.7%)

12 

(8.3%)

0 

(0%)

88

(6.8%)

8.63 5 .13 1301

Fox News 1 

(1.2%)

61

(10.1%)

4

(7.7%)

7

(3.6%)

0 

(0%)

0 

(0%)

73 

(6%)

41.72 5 .00 1221

MSNBC 6

(1.7%)

48

(8.1%) -- --

5

(2.7%) --

59

(5.2%)

22.14 2 .00 1129

Total 24 

(2.2%)

153

(8.5%)

19

(9.3%)

47

(6.7%)

17

(2.9%)

0 

(0%)

260

(5.8%) 70.16 5 .00 4481

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, October 5.
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Table 5.10 shows how often the other major topic of conversation, Bush’s physical

appearance, was mentioned over time in relation to all of the statements made about

Bush’s debate performance. 

We must acknowledge that in comparing the data on Tables 5.9 and 5.10, direct

comparisons between the percentages would be improper because a candidate’s

physical appearance during a debate and another candidate’s use of two specific words

may not be equivalent actions.  One could argue as to which topic was more important

and whether personal characteristics of a candidate are more likely to be part of a

discussion than substantive policy issues, but these topics are outside of the goals of

this study.  What is important are the trends that emerge from these discussions and

comparisons of the rise and fall of each topic rather than direct comparisons between

two different types of actions. 

As for mentions of Bush’s physical appearance during the debate, one network,

CBS, did not mention it at all.  NBC saw a large increase from not mentioning how

Bush appeared to having 10.8 percent of the references of Bush’s debate performance

consist of mentions of how he looked physically.  ABC mentioned this element of

Bush’s performance about the same amount on Thursday and Sunday, less than 5

percent each, only to not mention the topic at all on Monday.

But as was true with the “global test” issue, the cable channels showed even

more of a trend than the broadcast networks.  All three cable channels did mention

Bush’s appearance right after the debate, but saw a statistically significant increase in
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mentions from Thursday to the next two days (if they had relevant programming that

day).  Pundits on Fox News only mentioned Bush’s appearance one time on the night

of the debate.  But the next day, 10.1 percent of their references to Bush’s performance

in the debate referred to his physical appearance.  CNN went from 3.8 percent on

Thursday to 7.3 percent on Friday and 9.8 percent on Saturday.  Fox News then saw a

decrease in mentions after Saturday and did not discuss the topic at all on Monday and

Tuesday.  The topic was still of importance to pundits on CNN on Sunday and

Monday, only for it to become a nonissue for the two shows that aired on that network

on Tuesday as well.  

To compare these data to the hypotheses, we can see that a pattern did emerge

on the cable networks that the issue jumped dramatically from Thursday to Friday and

stayed a topic of discussion for the next two days, although to different amounts o the

different networks.  However, when testing hypothesis three which claimed that the

topic would increase each day, we see a different pattern.  Instead of the percentages

increasing each day of overall pundit discussions on all the networks combined, we see

that the topic increased in presence from Thursday to Friday and hit an apex on

Saturday before declining each of the next three days.  The trend of references to

Bush’s physical appearance during the debate is more of a bell-shaped curve than an

increasing line.   

To measure if there was a correlation between the Kerry campaign’s effort to

highlight Bush’s physical appearance by posting a video on their web site and the topic
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of conversations of pundit discussions as was formulated in hypothesis four, I again

divided the pundit comments into two groups.  One group included statements made on

Thursday and Friday, and the other included statements made on Saturday or after

because the posting of the web video on the Democratic National Committee [DNC]

site took place on Friday.  For the discussions that occurred on Thursday and Friday,

6.1 percent of the references to Bush’s debate performance referred to how he

appeared physically while 5.3 percent of the statements made on the following days

included such a reference.  The differences between these two groups were not

statistically significant,  P²(1, N = 4481) = 1.19, p = .28.  Therefore, we can only

conclude that there was no difference in the percentage of times that Bush’s

appearance was discussed by pundits before and after the posting of the web video.  In

this instance, hypothesis four is not supported.  There are three possible reasons for

this.  One, since pundits were already discussing Bush’s appearance the night of the

debate and the next day, having a Democratic video that attacked Bush’s appearance

was not going to further influence pundits into talking about it more.  Two, pundits felt

that Bush’s appearance was not that crucial to overall discussions of the debate and so

it decreased in mentions over time.  Or three, the web posting of the DNC had little or

no effect on the pundits.  
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Other Dynamics of Political Discussions on Television

Having examined the trends of pundit discussions over the six day period of

this study, we can now turn our attention to the other hypotheses which considered

more comparisons of television discussions between different pundits and other

proponents appearing on TV.  Hypothesis five stated that there would be a difference

in the directional assessments of each candidate by the speakers who had a recorded

ideology that coincided with that candidate.

H5. Speakers with a recorded ideological bias will be more positive about their own

candidate and more negative about the opposing candidate than impartial speakers

and speakers with the opposing bias.

In order to test for this hypothesis, I compared only the directional statements (positive

and negative) about each candidate made by people who were coded as either a

Democrat or Republican.  For statements about Kerry’s debate performance, 90.1

percent of those made by Democrats were positive while only 9.9 percent were

negative.  Republicans addressing Kerry’s performance made 20.9 percent positive

statements and 79.1 percent negative.  The differences were statistically significant, 

P²(1, N = 2506) = 1102.75, p < .01.  For statements made about Bush’s performance,

Democrats made 91.6 percent negative statements compared to 8.4 percent positive
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statements.  Republicans made 64.6 percent positive statements compared to 35.4

percent negative.  These percentages were also statistically significant, P²(1, N = 2441)

= 794.59, p < .01.  From these comparisons, we can determine that by far, Democrats

were more positive about Kerry and negative about Bush while Republicans were more

positive about Bush and negative about Kerry.  However, while both sides definitely

favored their own candidate, these percentages also show that Republicans were less

negative about Kerry than Democrats were about Bush, and Republicans were also less

positive about their own candidate than Democrats were about Kerry.  This difference

is likely the result of one of three factors.  One, there was a difference in strategy for

Democrats and Republicans after the debate in terms of the tone of their speech.  Two,

the widely held perception that Kerry had won the debate and Bush had appeared at

times flustered and irritated shaped the post-debate discussion for all sides.  Or three,

Republicans were sending a message to their candidate that he must shift his tactics

and be better prepared for the next debate because his performance in the first debate

was not up to expectations.

To investigate the discrepancy between the ideologies further, I decided to

compare the directional assessments of each candidate divided by pundits and non-

pundits to see if differences existed within both groups or not.  I removed all

statements made by typical voters, which were less than three percent of statements

made about each candidate, and compared the directional assessments to see if the

television pundits with well-known ideological biases differed in their discussions than
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the campaign partisans who made no secret of their preference.  I also included

statements made by “impartial” speakers to see how they compared with the biased

speakers.  Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the results. 

Table 5.11
Directional Assessments of Kerry’s Debate Performance Over the Six Day Period

by Ideology and Pundit Status

Pundit/

Non-

Pundit

Ideology

Positive

Statements

Negative

Statements Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

Pundit

Democrat 329 

 (83.3%)

66

(16.7%)

395

485.42 2 .00 3098

Impartial 991 

(60.2%)

656 

(39.8%)

1647

Republican 274

 (25.9%)

782

 (74.1%)

1056

Total 1594

(51.5%)

1504

(48.5%)

3098

Non-

Pundit

Democrat  444

(95.7%)

20

 (4.3%)

464

724.66 1 .00 1038

Impartial -- -- --

Republican 67

 (11.7%)

507

 (88.3%)

574

Total 511

 (49.2%)

527

 (50.8%)

1038
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Table 5.12
Directional Assessments of Bush’s Debate Performance Over the Six Day Period

by Ideology and Pundit Status

Pundit/

Non-

Pundit

Ideology

Positive

Statements

Negative

Statements Total

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

Pundit

Democrat 62

 (14.0%)

381

(86.0%)

443

140.79 2 .00 3159

Impartial 661 

(35.2%)

1216

(64.8%)

1877

Republican 397

 (47.3%)

442

 (52.7%)

839

Total 1120

(35.5%)

2039

(64.5%)

3159

Non-

Pundit

Democrat 29

(4.5%)

609

 (95.5%)

638

897.67 1 .00 1153

Impartial -- -- --

Republican 477

 (92.6%)

38

 (7.4%)

515

Total 506

 (43.9%)

647

 (56.1%)

1153

For directional statements made about Kerry’s performance, non-pundits (i.e.,

people who were on TV to advocate one candidate or the other) were slightly more

extreme in their opinions than pundits were.  For pundits, 83.3 percent of Democratic

statements about Kerry were positive while 74.1 percent of Republican statements

were negative.  This compares to 95.7 percent of Democratic non-pundit statements

being positive and 88.3 percent of Republican non-pundit statements being negative. 

Impartial pundits were more positive than negative about Kerry with 60.2 percent of
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their statements being positive.  So, in regards to statements about Kerry, hypothesis

five is supported that speakers were either more positive or negative about him

depending on their recorded ideology.

For assessing Bush’s performance, as shown in Table 5.12, we see a similar

pattern for non-pundits who were partisan advocates.  Democratic non-pundits made

negative assessments of Bush’s performance 86.0 percent of the time compared to 92.6

percent positive statements made by Republican non-pundits.  However, there is a

striking difference when examining pundits who were discussing Bush.  Impartial

pundits and Democratic pundits were both significantly more negative about Bush than

positive, but surprisingly, Republican pundits were also more negative than positive,

although to a lesser extent.  A little more than half of directional statements about

Bush, 52.7 percent, made by Republican pundits were negative compared to 47.3

percent positive.  This class of pundits includes many well-known conservatives such

as Tucker Carlson, Bill Kristal, and Bill O’Reilly.  Republican pundits were more

positive about Bush than impartial pundits or Democratic pundits were, but were still

more negative than positive.  

Table 5.13 shows how some well-known conservative pundits were incredibly

harsh in evaluating Bush’s performance.  Joe Scarborough, a former Republican

member of the House of Representatives, made only 26.5 percent positive assessments 
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Table 5.13
Positive Assessments of Bush’s Debate Performance by Republican Pundits Over

the Six Day Period 

Speaker Number of Positive

Statements

Percentage of

Directional Statements

That Were Positive

Total Number of

Directional Statements

Fred Barnes 17 63.0% 27

Michael Barone 7 77.8 9

Bill Bennett 53 93.0 57

David Brooks 23 69.7 33

Pat Buchanan 13 46.4 28

Tucker Carlson 8 50.0 16

Ann Coulter 6 66.7 9

Ben Ginsburg 12 100.0 12

Sean Hannity 47 85.5 55

Britt Hume 40 54.1 74

John Kasich 13 32.5 40

Mort Kondracke 18 42.9 42

Charles Krauthammer 3 11.5 26

Bill Kristol 13 40.6 32

Lawrence Kudlow 27 67.5 40

Mike Murphy 0 0.0 3

Kate O'Beirne 19 52.8 36

Bill O'Reilly 31 25.0 124

Joe Scarborough 41 26.5 155

Dan Schnur 4 36.4 11

George Will 2 20.0 10

Total 397 47.3 839
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of Bush’s performance out of 155 directional assessments.  Bill O’Reilly only made

one-quarter positive and three-quarter negative assessments of Bush’s performance. 

Some conservative pundits, such as Bill Bennett and Ben Ginsburg, did speak

positively of Bush’s debate performance, but overall, Republican pundits were about

as negative as they were positive in evaluating how Bush faired.  

Considering the different tone of discussion between Republicans and

Democrats, hypothesis six tested how often members of each group would refer to the

two potential historical moments within the debate.

H6. Republicans will make more references to Kerry’s term “global test” than

Democrats and Democrats will make more references to Bush’s appearance than

Republicans.

While the coding of this study did not include a variable as to who initiated discussion

of any particular topic, it makes sense that Republicans would be more interested in

talking about a potentially damaging term for Kerry such as “global test” and

Democrats would be more likely to discuss Bush’s appearance during the debate which

was described by many as unbefitting of a sitting president.  For Democratic speakers

who were not considered typical voters, 6.4 percent of the statements they made about

Kerry were referring to the “global test” phrase compared to 5.4 percent of Republican

statements and 2.1 percent of impartial speakers.  The differences between these three
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groups were statistically significant, P²(2, N = 5676) = 49.11, p < .01.  Consequently,

Democrats were actually slightly more likely to talk about the term than Republicans

were, and more than three times as likely than impartial speakers.  This is probably a

result of Democratic speakers trying to defend the statement against questioning by

Republicans and non-partisan speakers.  

Table 5.14 shows how often each ideology and each status of pundit mentioned

the “global test” topic, not including statements made by typical voters.

Table 5.14
Number and Percentages of Mentions of Kerry’s Use of the Term Global Test

Out of All Statements Made About Kerry Over the Six Day Period

Pundit/

Non-

Pundit

Ideology

Number of

References to

Global Test

Percentage Out of

All Statements

About Kerry

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

Pundit

Democrat 19 4.0%

7.44 2 .02 4491

Impartial 59 2.1%

Republican 40 3.2%

Total 118 2.6%

Non-

Pundit

Democrat 46 8.5%

.474 1 .49 1185Impartial -- --

Republican 62 9.6%

Total 108 9.1%
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Republican non-pundits, those who were advocating for President Bush,

mentioned the term 9.6 percent of the time they were discussing Kerry compared to 3.2

percent of statements made by Republican-leaning pundits.  The differences within the

pundit group by ideology and the non-pundit group were not statistically significant, so

we are limited in the conclusions we can make within each group.  However, we can

determine that overall, non-pundits of both ideologies were more likely to discuss the

phrase than pundits.  

As for discussion of Bush’s physical appearance, for speakers who were not

typical voters, 3.2 percent of Democratic statements about Bush were of how he

looked compared to 6.2 percent of impartial speakers and 5.3 percent of Republican

speakers.  The differences here were also statistically significant, P²(2, N = 5771) =

14.99, p < .01.  As appears true with the “global test” issue, defenders of Bush were

somewhat more likely to discuss how he appeared than Democrats, probably again in

order to defend his performance.  Contrary to the “global test” issue though, impartial

pundits were more likely overall to talk about Bush’s physical appearance then

speakers of either of the two ideologies. 

Table 5.15 shows how often pundits and non-pundits of different ideologies

discussed Bush’s physical appearance.  
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Table 5.15
Number and Percentages of Mentions of Bush’s Physical Appearance Out of All

Statements Made About Bush Over the Six Day Period

Pundit/

Non-

Pundit

Ideology

Number of

References to

Bush’s

Appearance

Percentage Out of

All Statements

About Kerry

Pearson chi-square

P² df sig. N

Pundit

Democrat 17 3.3%

6.68 2 .04 4481

Impartial 181 6.2%

Republican 62 6.0%

Total 260 5.8%

Non-

Pundit

Democrat 22 3.1%

.86 1 .36 1290

Impartial -- --

Republican 24 4.1%

Total 46 3.6%

Non-pundits were less likely to discuss Bush’s physical appearance than were

pundits.  The fact that impartial pundits discussed the issue as often as Republican

pundits, and that impartial speakers discussed the topic more than all speakers of the

two ideologies, suggests that Bush’s physical appearance became a relevant issue for

all pundits to discuss.  Perhaps pundits thought that Bush’s posture and facial

expressions revealed some characteristic of his essential nature and would be a

deciding factor in how voters would evaluate the candidate, or perhaps these kinds of

topics have become entrenched in pundit conversations because they require little

expertise to discuss.  What is important to consider here is that it was not Democrats

who were referring more often to Bush’s appearance just like it was not Republicans
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who referred to the “global test” phrase more often. 

The Nature of Pundit Discussions on Cable Versus Broadcast

As cable television has grown and created more opportunities for roundtable

discussions conducted by pundits, the nature of those discussions as compared to

discussions on broadcast channels may have changed as well.  As an example of the

pure number of opportunities for pundits on cable, the statements within this study

were made up of 15.5 percent from the three broadcast networks (ABC, CBS, and

NBC) and 85.5 percent from the three cable channels (CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC). 

That statistic alone demonstrates the much larger presence of political pundits on cable

television than on broadcast television.  But are the tone and nature of those

discussions different?  In order begin to answer this question, I hypothesized that

discussions on cable would be more combative and consist of more directional

assessments than the broadcast networks which would have more neutral, objective

statements about how the candidates performed.

H7. The discussions on the cable channels will feature higher percentages of positive

and negative comments about each candidate and fewer neutral statements than the

broadcast channels.
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I compared all the statements made about Kerry and Bush that appeared on these

channels regardless of who made the statement in order to get an understanding of the

overall tone of discussion.  

Table 5.16
Number and Percentages of Directional Statements Made by All Speakers on

Cable and Broadcast Channel About Kerry

Networks Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Neutral

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Broadcast 398 (44.0%) 275 (30.4%) 231 (25.6%)

Cable 1779 (36.3%) 1284 (26.2%) 1837 (37.5%)

P²(2, N = 5804) = 47.70, p < .01 

Table 5.17
Number and Percentages of Directional Statements Made by All Speakers on

Cable and Broadcast Channel About Bush

Networks Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Neutral

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Broadcast 305 (30.0%) 278 (27.3%) 434 (42.7%)

Cable 1353 (27.7%) 1203 (24.7%) 2320 (47.6%)

P²(2, N = 5893) = 8.21, p = .02 

For discussions of both candidates, the broadcast networks did feature slightly

more neutral statements than the cable networks.  For Kerry, 30.4 percent of the

statements were neutral on broadcast channels compared to 26.2 percent on cable, a

difference of 4.2 percent.  For Bush, the broadcast channels had 27.3 percent neutral
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statements compared to 24.7 percent of cable assessments, a difference of 2.6 percent. 

These differences were statistically significant, although the differences were not

overwhelming.  This means that for these data, hypothesis seven is supported because

there were differences in the tone of conversation, even if those differences were not

very large.  

Overall, the cable channels were more negative than the broadcast channels. 

For Kerry, 37.5 percent of all assessments were negative which was 11.9 percent

higher than the assessments on the broadcast channels.  There was a difference for

Bush as well of 4.9 percent, but that difference was not as great.  The size of the

difference of Kerry might result due to the inclusion of the Fox News channel which

has a reputation for being a conservative media outlet.  Hypothesis eight aimed to

consider this reputation.

H8. The total statements made on Fox News will be more supportive of George Bush

and less supportive of John Kerry than the statements made on any other individual

channel. 

To test this hypothesis, I compared the percentages of positive and negative statements

about each candidate between the Fox News channel and all of the other channels. 

Table 5.18 shows the results of how each network discussed Kerry over the six day

period.
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Table 5.18
Directional Assessments of Kerry’s Performance by Network Over the Six Day

Period - All Speakers

Network

Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 191 (65.6%) 100 (34.4%) 291

CBS 73 (62.4%) 44 (37.6%) 117

NBC 134 (60.6%) 87 (39.4%) 221

CNN 731 (53.1%) 645 (46.9%) 1376

Fox News 525 (38.2%) 848 (61.8%) 1373

MSNBC 523 (60.3%) 344 (39.7%) 867

Total 2177 (51.3%) 2068 (48.7%) 4245

P²(5, N = 4245) = 161.27, p < .01

When considering all speakers including pundits, non-pundits, and typical voters, Fox

News was by far the most negative channel in assessing Kerry’s debate performance. 

For Fox News, 38.2 percent of their statements were positive, which made it the only

network to have more negative statements about Kerry than positive statements.  In

fact, Fox News had 14.9 percent fewer positive statements than the next closest

network, CNN.  Consequently, a viewer watching Fox News would have gotten

substantially less positive commentary of how Kerry performed compared to viewers

of all of the other networks.  On four of the networks, more than 60 percent of the

directional assessments of Kerry were positive which makes the exception of Fox

News even more striking.
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Table 5.19
Directional Assessments of Bush’s Performance by Network Over the Six Day

Period - All Speakers

Network

Number of Positive

Statements (%)

Number of Negative

Statements (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 131 (43.5%) 170 (56.5%) 301

CBS 61 (45.2%) 74 (54.8%) 135

NBC 113 (37.3%) 190 (62.7%) 303

CNN 512 (37.1%) 868 (62.9%) 1380

Fox News 488 (40.0%) 733 (60.0%) 1221

MSNBC 353 (32.9%) 719 (67.1%) 1072

Total 1658 (37.6%) 2754 (62.4%) 4412

P²(5, N = 4412) = 20.86, p < .01

Having concluded that Fox News’ coverage of Kerry was harsher than the other

networks, we should also consider if their coverage of Bush’s performance was

different.  Table 5.19 shows the directional statements about Bush from all speakers

across all the networks.  

All the networks had more negative statements about Bush’s performance than

positive.  Fox News, which had 40.0 percent positive statements about Bush, was not

an exception, but rather in the middle of the six networks.  Two networks, ABC and

CBS, had more positive coverage of Bush while three networks, NBC, CNN, and

MSNBC, had less positive coverage than Fox News.  As a result, hypothesis eight is

supported in regards to the coverage of Kerry, but not in the coverage of Bush.  Fox
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News was far more harsh to Kerry than any of the other networks, but was not any

more positive about Bush.  If one wants to claim a bias to Fox News’ coverage of this

event, it would have to be in being more negative about Kerry and not in giving Bush

an easier time.

References to Polls and the Horse Race

The final two hypotheses considered the complaint that too much of political

reporting and television coverage consists of horse race elements and references to

polls.  Hypotheses nine and ten were as follows:

H9. Pundits will make statements with references to polls more often than non-pundits.

H10. All networks will contain a significant amount of references to polls as part of

their campaign and debate coverage. 

To test hypothesis nine, I made a simple comparison among all of the discussion by

pundits and by non-pundits, regardless of ideology or any other factor.  Out of the

8,307 sentences included in this study delivered by all speakers, 11.0 percent of them

referred to a poll.  That means that more than one out of every ten sentences that

discussed this debate referred in some way to a poll result.  For pundits, 13.8 percent of
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their statements referred to a poll, while for non-pundits, only 3.7 percent of their

statements referred to a poll.  The difference was statistically significant, P²(1, N =

8307) = 180.53, p < .01.  We can conclude that hypothesis nine is supported and that

television pundits referred to polls far more often than those on television who were

not considered pundits.  

Table 5.20
Percentage of Statements with a Reference to a Poll by Network Over the Six Day

Period - All Speakers

Network Number of Statements with a

Reference to a Poll (%)

Total Number of

Statements

ABC 75 (13.4%) 558

CBS 35 (14.3%) 244

NBC 40 (8.2%) 486

CNN 340 (12.4%) 2745

Fox News 241 (10.3%) 2343

MSNBC 184 (9.5%) 1931

Total 915 (11.0%) 8307

P²(5, N = 8307) = 20.84, p < .01
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To test hypothesis ten, I examined whether the references to polls were

substantial across all of the networks.  Table 5.20 shows the percentages of references

for each channel included in the study spoken by all speakers.

Hypothesis ten is definitely supported.  All networks had a substantial presence

of references to polls that ranged from NBC with 8.2 percent to CBS with 14.3 percent. 

Consequently, the results of this study do give more credence to the critique of

television political coverage that there is a great deal of attention paid to polls and

horse race elements of the campaign.

Having not only coded for whether a poll was referenced during any given

statement, but also which of the two candidates benefitted from the poll that was

mentioned, I wanted to make one final comparison between the overall tone of

coverage for each candidate and the percentages of polls that were mentioned that

benefitted Kerry or Bush.  By making this comparison, I aimed to consider if the

networks that had the most mentions of polls assisting Kerry also had the best coverage

of Kerry, or vice versa with Bush.  The nature of this study cannot uncover causality to

see if the polls somehow caused more positive coverage, but correlations between the

two variables would still be illustrative.  Table 5.21 shows how often each category of

poll was mentioned out of all poll references across each network.
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Table 5.21
The Direction of References to Polls by Network Over the Six Day Period - All

Speakers

Network

Poll Reference

Favoring Kerry

(%)

Poll Reference

Favoring Bush

(%)

Poll Reference

with No Clear

Beneficiary (%)

Total Number of

Poll References

Made

ABC 36 (48.0%) 19 (25.3%) 20 (26.7%) 75

CBS 23 (65.7%) 5 (14.3%) 7 (20.0%) 35

NBC 15 (37.5%) 12 (30.0%) 13 (32.5%%) 40

CNN 135 (39.7%) 84 (24.7%) 121 (35.6%) 340

Fox News 89 (36.9%) 96 (39.8%) 56 (23.2%) 241

MSNBC 69 (37.5%) 42 (22.8%) 73 (39.7%) 184

Total 367 (40.1%) 258 (28.2%) 290 (31.7%) 915

P²(10, N = 915) = 38.36, p < .01

All of the networks except for Fox News made more poll references favoring

Kerry than favoring Bush.  This is likely because many polls taken right after the

debate showed Kerry had gained support and moved into a virtual tie with Bush.  By

comparing the results in Table 5.21 to the results in Tables 5.18 and 5.19 that reflect

the overall coverage of each candidate, we can determine if there were any correlations

between the overall tone of coverage and the percentage of polls mentioned favoring a

particular candidate.

ABC had the highest percentage of positive statements about Kerry’s

performance and had the second highest percentage of poll references that favored
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Kerry.  CBS, which had the highest percentage of poll references favoring Kerry, had

the second highest percentage of positive statements of Kerry’s performance.  Fox

News had the lowest percentage of positive statements made about Kerry and also had

the lowest percentage of poll references that favored Kerry, although their 36.9 percent

of polls favoring Kerry was very close to the percentages on NBC and MSNBC.  

As for references to polls favoring Bush, Fox News had by far the highest

percentage of references favoring him, but as was noted earlier, their directional

assessments of his performance were only the third highest out of the six networks. 

NBC had the second highest percentage of poll references favoring Bush but was the

fourth highest in terms of positive statements of Bush.  CBS, which had the lowest

percentage of poll references favoring Bush actually had the highest percentage of

positive statements made about Bush, thus suggesting that correlations between poll

references and overall tone of coverage were not complete.  We can ascertain from

these findings that polls are frequently interpreted and cited to forward a particular

position or story line, but they are not solely factual expressions of opinion that

substitute for other assessments of an event.

The comparison of the two variables of poll references with overall tone of

coverage about each candidate does not suggest a close correlation between poll

references and tone of coverage.  Specifically, the example of CBS in regards to Bush

shows that a network can make very few references to polls supporting a candidate, but

still have more positive coverage of that candidate overall.  While the results of this
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study do not support the idea that poll references on the air will connect with how

candidates are treated, the significant presence of poll references indicates that they are

a very central topic of conversation and play some role in pundit deliberations. 

Because television pundits often view themselves as score keepers of political

campaigns, referencing polls is one easy and convincing way to help maintain that

role.   

Summary

The results of this study show that certain patterns of television political

discussions are evident, while other patterns that might be expected are not.  For

example, we are able to see clear differences between the tone of coverage on cable

channels as compared to broadcast channels, and we are better able to uncover a trend

of downward momentum for assessments of Bush but not any corresponding trend for

assessments of Kerry.  Also, this study gives us clear evidence that issues that were

hardly mentioned during the hours immediately following the debate became much

more likely to be discussed subsequent days after.  In the next chapter, I supply

interpretations of these findings and suggest ways where the characteristics of the

visible trends allow us to reach further conclusions about television discussions and the

role of political pundits.  
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Chapter 6.  Discussions and Conclusion

Overall, this study supports the notion that in relation to the discussions of

pundits after the first 2004 presidential debate, a single entity called political discourse

existed among pundits and that there were discernable trends of what pundits discussed

across different television networks.  However, the patterns were not universal and

applicable to all subjects and candidates, and the differences between trends that were

evident and those that were not are further illustrative of the factors of television

political discourse.  In this chapter, I interpret the findings of the content analysis

conducted for this study and offer possible consequences for the study’s conclusions.  I

then suggest possibilities for future research that could build on this project before

concluding with a brief consideration of the role of pundits within our larger

democracy.

Major Findings

The results of this study lent themselves to five major findings regarding

television political pundits.  First, there were clear trends where issues that were hardly

discussed the night of the presidential debate became much more important in the days

that followed.  Kerry’s use of the term “global test” was barely mentioned at all on any

network during the first two days of the study, only to become a much more prevalent

theme on the third, fourth, and fifth days.  Although we can not be sure of causality,
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one potential explanation for this growth was the existence of emails and other forms

of campaign communications by the Bush campaign elevating this phrase’s importance

in their attacks on Kerry.  Discussion of Bush’s physical appearance during the debate,

including his posture and facial expressions, also went from being hardly a topic the

night of the debate to a significant topic for each of the next three days before

becoming less present the final two days of the study.  There was no significant

correlation between the existence of the topic as a subject of discussion and the timing

of a Democratic web video highlighting his appearance, but a clear trend of the growth

of that topic was evident for the few days after the debate.  

The fact that these two issues were barely mentioned by pundits the night of the

debate but were frequently discussed later answers one question and raises others. 

These trends do support the existence of a pattern of reinforced dialogue among

pundits where a topic can grow in stature even days after the event has taken place. 

However, if so few of the television pundits who are paid to deliver their insights into

political happenings did not mention the issues right after the debate, where they

missing important elements of the debate only to discover them days later?  Or, as the

days passed, were the pundits influenced by other factors that forced them to talk about

issues that had become part of a conventional wisdom?  The most likely answer to

these questions is that a type of feeding frenzy developed around these two issues and

that individual pundits felt the need to contribute to the growing controversies.  

The second major finding of the study involved the patterns of the tone of
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pundit discussions during the period analyzed.  In the hours immediately following the

debate, there was very little variance in the tone of the assessments of Bush’s debate

performance.  As the days advanced, critiques of Bush’s performance became more

and more negative across five of the six networks tested.  This finding suggested that a

case of negative momentum was developing among political discussions that was

causing more negative assessments of Bush as time passed.  This trend could likely be

a result of yet another feeding frenzy situation where pundits assessed that others were

attacking Bush’s performance and felt they had to contribute to the pessimistic

assessments as well. 

In contrast to the patterns of discussions about Bush, the assessments of Kerry

varied across the networks in the hours immediately following the debate and over the

entire six day period.  Unlike the negative momentum that was clear for Bush, there

was no obvious momentum in tone for Kerry.  He did receive almost universally more

positive assessments than Bush, but the changes within the assessments were not

consistent.  The fact that there was a trend among discussions of Bush and not Kerry

leads us to other conclusions.  If we are to accept that Kerry performed better during

this specific debate, as many pundits and snap polls suggested, than we could propose

that in a debate, “losing” candidates receive more negative momentum from pundits

than “winning” candidates gain in positive momentum.  This study does not allow us

to state this trend as fact because we could not control for many other factors that could

have influenced television discussion.  Factors such as the incumbent nature of a
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sitting president and all of the other events that were occurring at the time of the debate

could have dramatically altered the way that pundits were thinking prior to the debate. 

However, when we consider the theories proposed by Sabato (2000) of how journalists

favor stories of gaffes made by candidates, this trend of piling onto the losing side of a

debate seems logical.   

The third major finding, and perhaps the most surprising, was that Republican

pundits were slightly more negative about Bush’s performance than they were positive. 

Democratic pundits were overwhelmingly positive about Kerry and negative about

Bush, but the fact that Republican pundits were not as positive about Bush was

noteworthy.  Most likely, their lukewarm support for Bush either contributed to or was

caused by the negative momentum that was discernable in overall discussions of

Bush’s performance.  For all speakers on these shows, not just the pundits, we did see

expected biases where Republicans were more positive about Bush and less positive

about Kerry than Democrats.  However, the exception of Republican pundits showed

that absolute predictions of what pundits will say following a specific political event

are likely to be wrong.  If we accept that Bush was facing a charge of negative

momentum after the debate, perhaps we can also determine that Republican pundits

had no choice but to contribute to that momentum, or perhaps conservative pundits

were accurately reflecting a poor performance by a sitting president and were trying to

send a message that they expected a better performance in the future.  

The fourth major finding of the study regarding pundits was the seemingly
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obvious point that pundits dominate the discussion on certain types of political talk

shows.  Three quarters of all statements made on the shows included in this study were

delivered by pundits as opposed to only one quarter that were from campaign partisans

or people labeled as typical voters.  This finding further demonstrates the pundit-

focused nature of many of television’s talk shows.  These shows are not aimed at

conveying the opinions of the average citizen or even partisans speaking for the

campaigns, but rather they serve as a sounding board for the people who have become

perceived as authorities on campaign maneuvers.

  The fifth major finding was that pundits often refer to polls and the horse race

element of campaigns across all networks.  We could not make any correlations from

this data between poll references and the overall tone of a given network, but we can

state that references to polls were extensive on every network.  Not only do television

reporters refer to the game element of campaigns as Farnsworth and Lichter (2003)

demonstrate, but pundits contribute to that emphasis as well.  More than one in ten

statements on these programs made by all of the speakers referred to a poll.  These

references to polls served two primary purposes.  Either they were used by various

speakers as evidence to support a point they were tying to make, or they were used as a

barometer to measure how a pundit should evaluate a candidate’s performance.  David

Brooks, an opinion columnist for the New York Times, demonstrated the latter use for

poll data three days after the debate when he stated, “John Kerry won the debate.  I

didn’t think so at the time but if you look at the polls and if you look at the spin after
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the debate, he’s increasingly winning” (This Week, 2004, p. 14).  The snap polls

conducted right after the event held more sway for Brooks than his own read of the

event, and he used these polls as a primary reason to declare Kerry a winner in the

context of a horse race discussion about where the debate figured in the larger

campaign.    

In addition to the major findings about television political pundits, the content

analysis data of this study enabled us to make some other determinations about

political discourse on television as a whole.  Specifically, there was a difference in the

tone and patterns of shows on broadcast networks as compared to those on cable

networks.  Not only were there far more programs that fit into the political talk show

category on the cable networks than on the broadcast networks, but patterns of

momentum and discussion subjects were generally more evident on the cable channels

as well.  For example, talk about Kerry’s use of the term “global test” was far more

frequent on the cable networks than on the broadcast networks.  Also, the discussion

on cable channels was quantifiably different than the broadcast networks in that there

were more judgement statements on cable and more negative assessments than there

were on broadcast shows.  It is likely that the 24-hour-a-day nature of these cable

networks makes the commentators who appear on them more subject to the winds of

political discourse, and also that there is a greater demand for judgement statements as

opposed to neutral, objective comments.  

Finally, we can determine that Fox News gave a far more negative assessment
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of Kerry’s performance than any of the other networks, but their discussion of Bush

was in-line with the other networks and not any more positive.  If we decide to

attribute the differences in tone of Fox News’ presentations to a conservative bias, we

must conclude that any bias was evident in attacking Kerry’s performance rather than

in uplifting Bush’s.    

Consequences of This Research

One of the goals of this research was to uncover how historical memories about

political events are created.  By repeating topics and influencing media frames,

television pundits play a central role in creating and perpetuating the notions that

become historical memories.  The fact that pundits gave more positive assessments of

Kerry’s performance in this specific debate than of Bush, along with the polls taken

after the debate, contributed to a commonly-held perception that the first 2004 debate

went decidedly in favor of Kerry.   For many observers, this debate was the one where

Bush looked irritated and uncomfortable being questioned.  For others, this was the

debate where Kerry revealed that he was not up to the task of being president because

he declared that presidents should put questions of foreign policy to a “global test”

with a possible veto from other countries.  These views of the debate were not as

obvious in the hours following the debate, but became crystalized over time.  Although

particular elements of any debate are not the deciding factors of an entire campaign,
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they do contribute to larger impressions that are formed about each candidate.  The

institution of the modern television pundit is essential to the dissemination of a

conventional wisdom which in turn shapes some of the larger storylines of any modern

campaign.  

In performing this role of helping to create historical memories of decisive

moments, pundits attempt to help voters consolidate vast amounts of information

discussed by the candidates into digestible bites of information.  Conventional wisdom

and the simplification of debate topics can potentially have a positive value in assisting

individuals in making informed political choices.  Most voters are unable to thoroughly

investigate claims made by candidates and all the implications of what is promised

during a campaign.  Pundits are in a unique position to challenge claims when

necessary and add insight into what is being proposed, and in doing so, can help to

educate voters and outline the important differences between candidates.

However, while there can be some positive aspects to the creation of

conventional wisdom among television political pundits, there is also great potential

for harm to political discourse.  One of the main benefits of having so many choices in

a modern media environment is the possibility of a diversity of opinions across

different mediums and channels.  Unfortunately, as the research in this study indicates,

the diversity of opinion among television pundits is not nearly as varied across

networks as it could be.  Not all topics and channels are identical, but the trends of

political discussions are similar enough across channels where a real diversity of
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opinions is limited.  As Sabato suggests, the competition between media outlets leads

to more similarities than differences.  

The factors that lead to similarities in pundit discussions are very similar to

those that influence television news in general.  In addition to the competitive

pressures to be the first to make a bold prediction or add to developing conventional

wisdom, the production values of television are an unavoidable reality.  Speaking

extemporaneously on television with perceived authority is a skill, and people with the

ability to do that are often the ones to rise to prominence rather than those with keen

political insight and knowledge.  Furthermore, the momentum of campaigns and the

accompanying news coverage influences television pundits like it influences all news

media.  

The search for the essential nature of candidates and their hidden character

flaw, as described by Jamieson and Waldman (2003), is yet another factor that

facilitates the formulation of particular types of discussions and focuses.  The fact that

there was more discussion of Bush’s facial expressions during the debate than there

was of Kerry’s use of the term “global test” might indicate an example where pundits

felt that Bush’s appearance revealed something about his essential nature.  The

storyline of many reporters going into the debate was that Bush was stubborn and did

not like to be questioned.  His facial expressions fit perfectly into that narrative and

consequently became a significant topic of controversy.  

Finally, one more significant factor on television pundits is the reality that
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campaigns themselves spend significant amounts of time and resources to try to

influence pundits to discuss the issues in a manner that benefits their own candidate. 

Email communications from the campaigns and partisans speakers appearing on

television are just two of the ways that candidates try to influence the overall tone of

television coverage.  The results of this study indicate that at least some of the time,

there is a correlation between the actions of a campaign and the conversations had by

pundits.  While pundits may wish to be objective commentators who are not swayed by

the “spin” of campaign advisors, they are not immune to the wishes and lobbying of

political actors.

On top of these factors which shape the dynamics of pundit discussions, there is

one more potential element of the profession that should not be overlooked.  Because

of the history and traditional norms of television punditry, there is the very real

possibility that pundits are selected to become prominent pundits if, and only if, their

opinions fit into the conventional wisdom that has been expressed by previous pundits. 

A pundit who believes that the potential of a “global test” for American presidents is a

good thing and that U.S. foreign policy should be up for examination by other

countries is not likely to be given much television time to express that opinion. 

Another pundit who believes that discussions of horse race politics and instant polls

are a waste of time might also find a hard time getting hired as a television pundit.  As

we have seen, the makeup of television pundits are overwhelmingly male and white,

but the possibility exists that the range of opinions held by these pundits is similarly
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narrow.  By limiting the types of individuals who are able to rise to the ranks of the

elite pundits, we might also be further limiting the range of overall democratic

discourse.

Future Research

Content analysis is an effective method to study changes in media content over

time.  However, the speed of the modern news cycle and the vastness of media outlets

make studying the dynamics of pundit discussions difficult.  This study considered

television pundits over a six day period after one specific debate.  In order to be able to

expand upon this research, a few possible additions could be made to further the

investigation.  First, more campaigns could be studied using a similar methodology. 

This study only examined a debate from the 2004 presidential campaign, but in order

to discover whether other factors such as incumbency or political bias influenced

pundits, the same type of study could be conducted on debates from previous elections. 

This would help to discover whether the phenomenon uncovered here occurred at other

times as well, or if the 2004 debate was somehow an anomaly in how it was discussed. 

Second, computer analysis programs could be used to allow for the

consideration of more topics.  The two topics included in this study, Kerry’s phrase

“global test” and Bush’s physical appearance, were prominent subjects that became

obvious to viewers of the post-debate discussions.  However, computer-aided searches
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could uncover whatever words were uttered most often by pundits and be able to

consider more topics that might not have been as obvious.  This would allow for the

inclusion of specific adjectives or factual references in addition to what was considered

here.  By expanding the potential topics of consideration, an additional study could

investigate even more trends of political discourse.

Third, the study could be enlarged to include other forms of media beyond

television.  In this project, I chose to only research television pundits in order to

investigate that specific class of commentators.  However, future studies of media

trends and conventional wisdom could encompass pundits and opinion makers on

radio, the internet, and in print.  Television pundits might be reacting to discussion on

other forms of media, or might be influencing those forms, or both.  If a single entity

called political discourse does exist as this study suggests, than we would be able to

see similar trends appearing in other forms of media.

Conclusion

In a perfect situation, televison pundits would be informed political observers

whose objectives would be to educate voters while being entertaining at the same time. 

To be fair, this type of idealized role of pundits is exceedingly difficult to fill.  Pundits

are asked to argue, question, and react to information that can change instantly.  They

are also asked to comment on a breadth of issues far beyond the scope of most people’s
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expertise.  While we should grant some leniency to pundits due to the difficulty of their

undertaking, pundits are positioned on television as authorities on political subjects

and as a result, must take some responsibility for their words and opinions.  The fact

that someone raises an argument or poses a question while appearing on Crossfire or

Hannity & Colmes rather than at the office water cooler lends their opinions additional

credence.  We should expect a fair amount of knowledge and reasonableness from our

pundits because they are in a unique position of being able to question political figures

and divulge their own opinions at the same time.  

Unfortunately, far too often the competitive pressures of television and the

emphasis on scandal, character issues, and the horse race, influence pundit discussions

more than the goals of achieving accuracy or innovativeness.  If pundits are on

television expressing nothing more than a campaign’s talking points or repeating the

same assessments delivered by other commentators, their potential positive value is

negated.  Instead, pundits become figures who are paid to sound authoritative even if

there are few consequences for not being accurate or perceptive.  Also, the nature of

these types of television discussion shows is such that wrong predictions or factual

inaccuracies are rarely re-examined at a later time so that pundits can contribute to

trends of misinformation in the larger culture.  Their ability to frame questions and

topics of discussion also leads to narrow conceptions of political conversation.  

The focus of pundits sounding pithy and maintaining their insider role allows

individual pundits to maintain their influence without having to make unique or
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important contributions to political discussions.  This is unfortunate considering the

elevated stature that pundits maintain and the amount of intellectual capacity that is

encompassed within the profession.  Most television political pundits have achieved

their position because of the values of the industry and the dynamics of their

discussions rather than their insights or knowledge.  For the institution of the pundit to

be a beneficial contributor to democratic conversations, voters must demand greater

diversity of opinion from television pundits rather than solely be subject to the winds

of consensus promulgated by those perceived as authoritative.  In order for that to

happen, citizens must first realize that just because they themselves do not appear on

television, their opinions are no less valid.        
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Appendix A: Shows Included in Study

Table A1
TV Programs on Broadcast Networks Included in Study

Date ABC CBS NBC

Thursday

9/30

10:30 p.m. News

Event (n=195)

11:30 p.m. Nightline

(n=145)

10:30 p.m. Decision 2004

(n=140)

10:30 p.m. Decision 2004

(n=194)

Friday 

10/1

n/a n/a n/a

Saturday 

10/2

n/a n/a n/a

Sunday 

10/3

10:30 a.m. This Week

(n=192)

10:30 a.m. Face the

Nation (n=104)

10:00 a.m. Meet the Press

(n=144)

(various times) Chris Matthew

Show (n=148)

Monday 

10/4

11:30 p.m. Nightline

(n=26)

n/a n/a

Tuesday 

10/5

n/a n/a n/a

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6

p.m.on Tuesday, October 5.
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Table A2
TV Programs on Cable Networks Included in Study

Date CNN Fox News MSNBC

Thursday 

9/30

10:30 p.m Live Event Special
(n=203)

11:00 p.m. Larry King Live
(n=347)

11:00 pm Hannity & Colmes
(n=351)

10:30 p.m. Hardball
(n=797)

Friday 

10/1

4:00 p.m. Inside Politics
(n=158)

4:30 p.m. Crossfire (n=267)

8:00 p.m. Newsnight w/
Aaron Brown (n=315) 

10:00 p.m. Paula Zahn Now
(n=383) 

6:00 p.m. Special Report w/
Britt Hume (n=214)

8:00 p.m. The O’Reilly
Factor (n=370)

9:00 p.m. Hannity & Colmes
(n=467)

7:00 p.m. Hardball (n=305)

8:00 p.m. Countdown w/
Keith Olbermann (n=179) 

10:00 p.m. Scarborough
Country (n=324)

Saturday 

10/2

10:00 a.m. On the Story
(n=134)

7:00 p.m. Capital Gang
(n=110)

6:00 p.m. Beltway Boys
(n=96)

n/a

Sunday 

10/3

10:00 a.m. Inside Politics
Sunday (n=194)

12:00 p.m. Late Edition w/
Wolf Blitzer (n=359)

9:00 a.m. Fox News Sunday
(n=401)

n/a

Monday 

10/4

4:00 p.m. Inside Politics
(n=107)

4:30 p.m. Crossfire (n=18) 

8:00 p.m. Paula Zahn Now
(n=48)

10:00 p.m. Newsnight w/
Aaron Brown (n=62)

6:00 p.m. Special Report w/
Britt Hume (n=96)

8:00 p.m. The O’Reilly
Factor (n=93)

9:00 p.m. Hannity & Colmes
(n=199)

7:00 p.m. Hardball (n=60)

8:00 p.m. Countdown
w/ Keith Olbermann (n=84)

10:00 p.m. Scarborough
Country (n=182)

Tuesday 

10/5

4:00 p.m. Inside Politics
(n=38)
 
4:30 p.m. Crossfire (n=2) 

6 p.m. Special Report w/ Britt
Hume (n=56) n/a

Note. Cells with no information indicate a day with no relevant programs on that network prior to 6 p.m.

on Tuesday, October 5.
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Appendix B: Speakers Included in Study

Table B1
List of Speakers

Name of Speaker

Pundit/

Non-pundit Ideology

“Typical”

Voter

Number of

Statements

Made

Ron Allen pundit impartial No 52

Jim Angle pundit impartial No 14

Kelly Arena pundit impartial No 6

Jenny Backus non-pundit Democrat No 18

Dan Balz pundit impartial No 24

Fred Barnes pundit Republican No 72

Michael Barone pundit Republican No 13

Dan Bartlett non-pundit Republican No 108

Dana Bash pundit impartial No 36

Jenn Bauer (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 3

Paul Begala pundit Democrat No 100

Bill Bennett pundit Republican No 124

Peter Bhatia pundit impartial No 15

Joe Biden non-pundit Democrat No 107

Wolf Blitzer pundit impartial No 129

Joe Bloom (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 2

Gloria Borger pundit impartial No 18

Karen Juarez Boyd (voter) non-pundit Republican Yes 4

Douglas Brinkley pundit impartial No 40

Tom Brokaw pundit impartial No 95

David Brooks pundit Republican No 56

Aaron Brown pundit impartial No 86

Cambell Brown pundit impartial No 5

Jerry Brown pundit Democrat No 34

Ron Brownstein pundit impartial No 52

Pat Buchanan pundit Republican No 32
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Frank Buckley pundit impartial No 27

Chris Bury pundit impartial No 59

George P. Bush non-pundit Republican No 20

Pat Caddell pundit Democrat No 54

caller (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 2

Carl Cameron pundit impartial No 27

Margaret Carlson pundit Democrat No 52

Tucker Carlson pundit Republican No 111

Dan Carol non-pundit Democrat No 27

Bill Carrick non-pundit Democrat No 22

Chad Clanton non-pundit Democrat No 64

Wesley Clark non-pundit Democrat No 30

Max Cleland non-pundit Democrat No 15

Flavia Colgan pundit Democrat No 39

Alan Colmes pundit Democrat No 179

Ceci Connolly pundit impartial No 24

Kellyanne Conway non-pundit Republican No 14

Ann Coulter pundit Republican No 35

Craig Crawford pundit impartial No 53

Candy Crowley pundit impartial No 95

Rick Davis non-pundit Republican No 15

Howard Dean non-pundit Democrat No 45

Donnie Deutsch pundit impartial No 7

Nicolle Devenish non-pundit Republican No 32

Tad Devine non-pundit Democrat No 55

Christopher Dodd non-pundit Democrat No 27

Sam Donaldson pundit impartial No 23

John Donovan pundit impartial No 12

Matthew Dowd non-pundit Republican No 33

Michael Duffy pundit impartial No 14

Mary Dunlap (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 4

Nina Easton pundit impartial No 16

John Edwards non-pundit Democrat No 19
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Phillip Elum (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 6

David Ensor pundit impartial No 26

Julie Farley (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 4

Jennifer Fitch (voter) non-pundit Democrat Yes 4

Jon Flores (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 2

Tom Foreman pundit impartial No 18

Al Franken pundit Democrat No 33

Tommy Franks non-pundit Republican No 39

Major Garrett pundit impartial No 27

David Gergen pundit impartial No 39

Ed Gillespie non-pundit Republican No 66

James Gilmore non-pundit Republican No 32

Ben Ginsburg pundit Republican No 28

Rudy Giuliani non-pundit Republican No 24

Wendell Goler pundit impartial No 13

Kelly Good (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 4

Jennifer Granholm non-pundit Democrat No 6

Jeff Greenfield pundit impartial No 49

David Gregory pundit impartial No 13

Mark Halpern pundit impartial No 33

Sonja Hamlin pundit impartial No 18

Sean Hannity pundit Republican No 257

Peter Hart pundit Democrat No 36

John Harwood pundit impartial No 21

Kathleen Hays pundit impartial No 14

J.D. Hayworth non-pundit Republican No 12

Bill Hemmer pundit impartial No 9

Ed Henry pundit impartial No 19

Richard Holbrooke non-pundit Democrat No 135

Terry Holt non-pundit Republican No 48

Karen Hughes non-pundit Republican No 108

Britt Hume pundit Republican No 135

Al Hunt pundit Democrat No 13
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Chris Jansing pundit impartial No 30

Peter Jennings pundit impartial No 63

Joe Johns pundit impartial No 1

David Kang pundit impartial No 9

Marty Kaplan pundit Democrat No 14

John Kasich pundit Republican No 66

John King pundit impartial No 56

Larry King pundit impartial No 64

Joe Klein pundit impartial No 15

Mort Kondracke pundit Republican No 72

Andrea Koppel pundit impartial No 11

Charles Krauthammer pundit Republican No 33

Bill Kristol pundit Republican No 59

Lawrence Kudlow pundit Republican No 49

Howard Kurtz pundit impartial No 23

Jon Kyl non-pundit Republican No 45

letter (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 8

Mara Liasson pundit impartial No 44

Joe Lockhart non-pundit Democrat No 116

Dan Lothian pundit impartial No 3

Marcus Mabry pundit impartial No 37

Susan Malveaux pundit impartial No 64

Mary Anne Marsh non-pundit Democrat No 21

Michael Martin pundit impartial No 7

Anthony Mason pundit impartial No 21

Chris Matthews pundit impartial No 278

Terry Mcauliffe non-pundit Democrat No 74

John McCain non-pundit Republican No 74

Mike McCurry non-pundit Democrat No 36

Aaron McGruder non-pundit Democrat No 29

Jamie McIntyre pundit impartial No 9

Tina McKinnor (voter) non-pundit Democrat Yes 10

Jon Meacham pundit impartial No 38
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Michael Meehan non-pundit Democrat No 9

Ken Mehlman non-pundit Republican No 56

John Mercurio pundit impartial No 3

Jeanne Meserve pundit impartial No 14

Judy Miller pundit impartial No 19

Peter Mirijanian pundit impartial No 25

Andrea Mitchell pundit impartial No 80

Cleta Mitchell non-pundit Republican No 19

Brian Moore pundit impartial No 6

Jeanne Moos pundit impartial No 11

Terry Moran pundit impartial No 25

Dick Morris pundit impartial No 129

Mike Murphy non-pundit/

pundit*

Republican No 30

Lisa Myers pundit impartial No 13

Terry Neal pundit impartial No 8

Peggy Noonan non-pundit Republican No 40

Kate O'Beirne pundit Republican No 57

Norah O'Donnell pundit impartial No 55

Keith Olbermann pundit impartial No 43

Bill O'Reilly pundit Republican No 200

Bill Owens non-pundit Republican No 1

Susan Page pundit impartial No 12

Panelists (voters) non-pundit impartial Yes 1

Monique Pardo (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 7

Bob Phillips (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 3

Byron Pitts pundit impartial No 12

John Podesta pundit Democrat No 7

Elaine Quijano pundit impartial No 7

Carl Quintanilla pundit impartial No 11

Mark Racicot non-pundit Republican No 26

Martha Raddatz pundit impartial No 4

Jorge Ramos pundit impartial No 19
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Dan Rather pundit impartial No 33

Ron Reagon pundit Democrat No 23

Ralph Reed non-pundit Republican No 31

Dean Reynolds pundit impartial No 17

Condoleezza Rice non-pundit Republican No 58

Ann Richards non-pundit Democrat No 43

Cokie Roberts pundit impartial No 17

John Roberts pundit impartial No 17

Chad Robinson (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 7

Tim Russert pundit impartial No 71

Charles Sabine pundit impartial No 11

Rick Sanchez pundit impartial No 11

Joe Scarborough pundit Republican No 276

Bob Schieffer pundit impartial No 37

Bill Schneider pundit impartial No 150

Dan Schnur pundit Republican No 15

Mark Shields pundit impartial No 22

David Shuster pundit impartial No 44

Roger Simon pundit impartial No 25

Scott Stanzel non-pundit Republican No 24

Barbara Starr pundit impartial No 15

George Stephanopoulos pundit Democrat No 94

Jake Tapper pundit impartial No 8

Robert Thompson pundit impartial No 4

Chuck Todd pundit impartial No 22

Joe Trippi pundit Democrat No 21

unidentified female (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 49

unidentified male (voter) non-pundit impartial Yes 63

Katrina Vanden Heuvel pundit Democrat No 24

Chris Wallace pundit impartial No 84

Kelly Wallace pundit impartial No 73

John Warner non-pundit Republican No 10

Carlos Watson pundit impartial No 21
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William Weld non-pundit Republican No 46

Mark Whitaker pundit impartial No 31

George Will pundit Republican No 11

Brian Williams pundit impartial No 30

Juan Williams pundit impartial No 59

Brian Wilson pundit impartial No 66

Alex Witt pundit impartial No 80

Howard Wolfson non-pundit Democrat No 36

Judy Woodruff pundit impartial No 80

Bob Woodward pundit impartial No 7

Albert Wynn non-pundit Democrat No 44

Paula Zahn pundit impartial No 136

Fareed Zakaria pundit impartial No 38

Mort Zuckerman pundit impartial No 5

*Mike Murphy, a Republican strategist, was introduced as a “political analyst” on the October 4 edition

of Nightline, and was considered a “pundit” for that appearance.  For his October 1 appearance on Paula

Zahn Now, he was coded as a “non-pundit” advocating for the Bush campaign.  
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Appendix C: List of Tested Hypotheses

H1. A variation exists among pundits on different television networks during the hours
immediately following the debate as to their opinions of how the candidates
performed.

H2. The opinions and themes expressed by pundits in the post-debate discussions over
the six day period will converge and discernible patterns will emerge across the
television networks. 

H3. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of
the term “global test” made by pundits will increase each subsequent day over the six
day period.

H4. The percentages of references to Bush’s physical appearance and Kerry’s use of
the term “global test” made by pundits will be higher on shows airing after Friday,
October 1, than shows airing before.

H5. Speakers with a recorded ideological bias will be more positive about their own
candidate and more negative about the opposing candidate than impartial speakers and
speakers with the opposing bias.

H6. Republicans will make more references to Kerry’s term “global test” than
Democrats and Democrats will make more references to Bush’s appearance than
Republicans.

H7. The discussions on the cable channels will feature higher percentages of positive
and negative comments about each candidate and fewer neutral statements than the
broadcast channels.

H8. The total statements made on Fox News will be more supportive of George Bush
and less supportive of John Kerry than the statements made on any other individual
channel. 

H9. Pundits will make statements with references to polls more often than non-pundits. 

H10. All networks will contain a significant amount of references to polls as part of
their campaign and debate coverage. 
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Appendix D: Total Frequencies

Table D1
Number of Statements By Network

Network Number of Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

ABC 558 6.7%

CBS 244 2.9

NBC 486 5.9

CNN 2745 33.0

Fox News 2343 28.2

MSNBC 1931 23.2

Total 8307 100.0

Table D2
Number of Statements By Date

Date Number of Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

Thursday 9/30 2372 28.6%

Friday 10/1 2982 35.9

Saturday 10/2 340 4.1

Sunday 10/3 1542 18.6

Monday 10/4 975 11.7

Tuesday 10/5 96 1.2
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Table D3
Number of Statements By Program

Program Name Network

Number of

Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

Nightline ABC 171 2.1%

Special Event (ABC) ABC 195 2.3

This Week ABC 192 2.3

Decision 2004 (CBS) CBS 140 1.7

Face the Nation CBS 104 1.3

Capital Gang CNN 110 1.3

CNN/Live Event Special CNN 203 2.4

Crossfire CNN 287 3.5

Inside Politics CNN 303 3.6

Inside Politics Sunday CNN 194 2.3

Larry King Live CNN 347 4.2

Late Edition w/ Wolf Blitzer CNN 359 4.3

Newsnight w/ Aaron Brown CNN 377 4.5

On the Story CNN 134 1.6

Paula Zahn Now CNN 431 5.2

Beltway Boys Fox News 96 1.2

Britt Hume Fox News 366 4.4

Fox News Sunday Fox News 401 4.8

Hannity & Colmes Fox News 1,017 12.2

The O'Reilly Factor Fox News 463 5.6

Countdown w/ Keith

Olbermann

MSNBC 263 3.2

Hardball MSNBC 1,162 14.0

Scarborough Country MSNBC 506 6.1

Chris Matthews Show NBC 148 1.8

Decision 2004 (NBC) NBC 194 2.3

Meet the Press NBC 144 1.7

Note. Some programs appeared on multiple days.  See Appendix A for details.  
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Table D4
Number of Statements By Pundits and Non-pundits

Pundit/Non-pundit Number of Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

Pundits 6144 74.0%

Non-pundits 2163 26.0

Table D5
Number of Statements By “Voters”

Typical Voter Number of Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

Yes 183 2.2%

No 8124 97.8

Table D6
Number of Statements By Recorded Ideology

Recorded Ideology Number of Statements

Percentage of Total

Statements

Democrat 1715 20.6%

Impartial 3876 46.7

Republican 2716 32.7
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Table D7
Number of Statements That Include References to a Poll

Poll Reference Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Poll Benefitting Kerry 367 4.4%

Poll Benefitting Bush 258 3.1

Poll Reference/

No Clear Leader

290 3.5

No Poll Reference 7392 89

Table D8
Number of Statements Which Referred to Each Candidate

Candidate Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Kerry 5804 69.9%

Bush 5893 70.9

Note. Percentages add up to greater than 100% because the coding allowed for statements to refer to both

candidates.

Table D9
Assessments of Statements About Kerry

Direction Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Positive 2177 37.5%

Neutral 1559 26.9

Negative 2068 35.6

Total 5804 100.0
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Table D10
Assessments of Statements About Bush

Direction Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Positive 1658 28.1%

Neutral 1481 25.1

Negative 2754 46.7

Total 5893 100.0

Table D11
Number of Statements Referring to Kerry That Mentioned “Global Test”

Global Test Reference Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Yes 231 4.0%

No 5573 96.0

Total 5804 100.0

Table D12
Number of Statements Referring to Bush That Mentioned His Physical

Appearance During the Debate

Reference of Bush’s 

Appearance 

Number of Statements Percentage of Total

Statements

Yes 313 5.3%

No 5580 94.7

Total 5893 100.0
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